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In UnIDO’s envIrOnment DePartment, We’re nOt sO UseD tO tOOtIng 
OUr OWn hOrn. BUt OUr OrganIzatIOn’s 50th BIrthDay Is WOrth 
celeBratIng. anD, as yOU’ll see In the fOllOWIng Pages, We have  
a lOt tO share aBOUt WhO We are, hOW far We’ve cOme anD Where 
We’re gOIng. after all, the global economy faces strong headwinds: continued slow growth, geopolitical tensions, 

migration and rapid technological change. fortunately, unido has learned what works and what 
doesn’t when it comes to industrial development. 

over the past five decades, we have launched successful industries, safeguarded the environment, 
reduced carbon dioxide emissions, developed profitable partnerships with the private sector,  
promoted new innovative technologies, created jobs and developed skilled workforces that  
mitigate the risk of people falling into poverty. 

the department of environment’s programmes play a crucial role in this work. one of its priorities 
is to assist industries to improve resource productivity and environmental performance through the 
adoption of resource efficient and cleaner production practices, methods and techniques, as well 
as through enhanced recycling, resource recovery and treatment of all wastes.

others in the department of environment work to reduce and eliminate the prevalence of persistent 
organic pollutants. in doing so, they seek to develop new, as well as re-tool existing, industries for 
the better management of these substances.

in implementing the montreal protocol on substances that deplete the ozone layer, the  
department of environment’s projects phase out these substances—as well as similar substances 
with high global warming potential—from industrial processes and products by assisting countries 
to upgrade their industries and introduce alternatives. this does not only help the ozone layer, it 
also drastically reduces the emission of greenhouse gases.

finally, the department is also preparing for emerging environmental compliance regimes by  
developing methodologies to support the industries of unido’s member states in meeting the  
obligations of upcoming treaties, such as the minamata convention on mercury.

one year ago, world leaders adopted 17 sustainable development goals. goal 9 calls on  
countries to “promote inclusive and sustainable industrialization”. as you’ll see in the following 
pages, unido’s environment department takes that mandate to heart, working towards solutions 
that are sustainable not only for the earth, but also for all the people who live on it.

li yong
director general

On the OccasIOn Of OUr 50th annIversary, I can say WIth cOnfIDence 
that UnIDO’s manDate tO PrOmOte InclUsIve anD sUstaInaBle 
InDUstrIal DevelOPment has never Been mOre relevant. 

in part one, Who We help, you will meet extraordinary people in fascinating places around the 
world, as you hear directly from beneficiaries of 26 of our projects. those beneficiaries include 
individuals such as an agricultural worker in mexico, businesses such as a canning factory in lao 
people’s democratic republic and governments of countries ranging from india to eritrea to saint 
vincent and the grenadines. though far-flung in location as well as in scope, all these projects also 
share one beneficiary in common: the environment.

in part two, Who We are, you’ll hear a little from us. a timeline of our history shows the twists and 
turns of unido’s environment portfolio, which just last year led to the establishment of the environ-
ment department as it exists today, with divisions dedicated to the montreal protocol (ozone de-
pleting substances), the stockholm convention (persistent organic pollutants), industrial resource 
efficiency and emerging compliance regimes. on other pages, we give you a window into who we 
are as a team—from the number of languages we speak to our caffeinated drink preferences. 

our team also shares a common vision. its iterations have taken on many names over the years, but 
recently we’ve grown partial to the moniker “circular economy”. this economic model has been tak-
ing the world by storm, and we think we have something unique to add: the ability to help bring the 
circular economy’s benefits to developing countries. you’ll read a little about that vision in these 
pages, and we plan to share more through various channels in the months to come.

these pages also contain a few surprises: a crossword puzzle, a mandala for coloring and a photo 
challenge. these are offered in the spirit of dialogue: We don’t want to talk at you, but engage with 
you—whether you are a partner, a funder, a beneficiary or a member of the public. We hope this 
booklet will contribute to a larger conversation that will continue in meeting rooms and cafes, in 
waiting rooms and on airplanes, on facebook, twitter and Whatsapp…and even around all of our 
family dinner tables.

these pages represent our best summary of how we—as a department, as an organization, and as 
a global community—can “make it green”. We’re looking forward to our next 50 years, and we hope 
you will join us for the ride.

stephan sicars
director, department of environment 
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our environmentaL work  
has Been BaCked By hundreds  
of funders over the past  
five deCades. 
those listed beloW have supported projects that We have undertaken in the Past fIve years. 

and many thanks to aLL of our projeCt partners  
around the worLd who heLp us make it Green.
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Of AUSTRIA; fEDERAL MINISTRy 
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ENVIRONMENT AND WATER 
MANAGEMENT
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• INTERNATIONAL LABOUR  
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ORGANIZATION     
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• ITALy: MINISTRy fOR ThE 

ENVIRONMENT AND ThE 
PROTEcTION Of LAND AND SEA 
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• REPUBLIc Of kOREA: kOREA 

INTERNATIONAL cOOPERATION 
AGENcy 

• MONGOLIA
• MULTILATERAL fUND fOR  

ThE IMPLEMENTATION Of ThE 
MONTREAL PROTOcOL

• NIGERIA
• NORWAy: ThE ROyAL NORWEGIAN 

EMBASSy, khARTOUM
• ONE UN fUND
• ORGANISATION fOR EcONOMIc 

cO-OPERATION AND 
DEVELOPMENT (OEcD)

• REGIONAL NETWORk ON PESTIcIDE 
fOR ASIA AND ThE PAcIfIc MEMBER 
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DEVELOPMENT GOALS  
AchIEVEMENT fUND
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fOR ThE ENVIRONMENT; STATE 
SEcRETARIAT fOR EcONOMIc 
AffAIRS (SEcO)

• TRUST fUND fOR LATIN AMERIcA AND 
ThE cARIBBEAN 

• UNITED NATIONS DEVELOPMENT
 PROGRAMME (UNDP)
• UNITED NATIONS ENVIRONMENT  
 PROGRAMME (UNEP)
• UNITED NATIONS EDUcATIONAL,
 ScIENTIfIc AND cULTURAL
 ORGANIZATION (UNEScO)
• UN PEAcEBUILDING fUND
• WORLD hEALTh ORGANIZATION
 (WhO)

making it green is printed with a certified cradle to cradle® silver process.  
When you are done reading, it can be recycled or composted.
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who we heLp
chapter One is all about greening lives: as you’ll see, we partner with 
businesses and community leaders to make sure that industries provide 
services and make products that don’t put workers, local communities or 
consumers at risk for exposure to toxic chemicals, as well as to generate 
new green jobs that help young people and women enter the workforce. 

chapter two spotlights how we make businesses green—which to us 
means guarding the environment as well as the bottom line. small and 
medium-sized businesses make up more than 90 percent of businesses 
worldwide, so the new methods and technologies we help demonstrate 
for them have the potential to resonate at a truly global scale. 

finally, chapter three illustrates how we help countries go green 

by sharing know-how that helps governments comply with the in-
ternational environmental agreements that they make to reduce or  
eliminate harmful substances. for governments who want to take 
sustainable industrial development a step further, we advise them 
on their journey to adopt new overarching policies and strategies.

on each page in part i, you will see icons from the sustainable  
development goals, which countries adopted last year as part of a 
global agenda to end poverty, protect the planet and ensure prosper-
ity for all. as you will see, each of our projects helps to further several 
of these goals. you can refer back to this page to remind you of each 
icon’s meaning, as well as to http://www.un.org/sustainabledevel-
opment to learn more about the goals.

part one

sUccess PlUs sUstaInaBIlIty: that’s What It means tO “make It green”.  
In Part I, We’ve let thOse that We have helPeD tO achIeve these DUal  
gOals DO the talkIng.
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 grafting makes the plant stronger so if we do it well, more plants will survive and produce  
fruits and vegetables. grafting is good for mexico, too, because it helps to create sufficient 
jobs for people here. When there is enough work, our lands, our families and our children  
will all benefit. grafting has changed my life in many aspects. 

because grafting is specialized work, my salary has improved a lot. before, when buying a 
newspaper, i was worried if there would still be light at home, if there would be water. so i 
said, i will not buy this. now, i am no longer stressed, thinking, oh, i will end up in the gutter! 
i can buy basic things, and i can keep extra money i earn for the future, for my son, for when 
someone falls ill. 

in grafting, you are not outside in the sun all day. many workers here work on the fields or 
along the assembly line. now i work inside the sheltered greenhouse for eight hours a day, 
and earn more money. people treat me well here; they give me one hour of lunch time.

Working as a grafter made me grow as a person. even at my young age—i am 18 years old— 
i am taking care of my own needs, of my house, of my family. i grew in my career, too. i started 
as a grafter here at malichita. i had been working here for the longest amount of time and 
learned quickly how to graft well, so now i work as a supervisor of the other grafters and i train 
them as well. 

now i see a future that will only get better each day. if i want to study, this job will help me to 
pay for it. same goes for my son, when he goes to school. 

because i like grafting, i want to become a qualified trainer in grafting—an agrochemical  
engineer. 

marItza 
PaOla mejía
Grafter for the company  
Agropecuaria Malichita in  
Sonora México

“nOW I see a fUtUre 
that WIll Only get  
Better each Day. ”

GRAFtInG  
HeLPeD Me GRoW

or many years, methyl bromide, a fumigant that can deplete 
 the ozone layer and is harmful to human health, was sprayed on 
soil before growing crops in order to control soilborne diseases. as 
part of a project to eliminate the use of methyl bromide, implemented 
by Unido in several states in mexico, workers—especially women and 
young people—have been trained in alternative technologies to methyl 
bromide, such as the technique of grafting, in which they attach the 
roots of a pest-resistant plant to the top of the plant they want to grow.

f

MExIcO

CHapter one
GreeninG Lives
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 around 2011, unemployment was rampant among women and youth. in a country like guin-
ea, where young people make up half the population, the inability to provide for oneself and 
one’s family was a considerable problem. it led to instability, social tensions and even violence. 

guinea is also a country where there are problems with handling waste. Where i live, in labé, the 
main marketplace was overrun by trash bags. public places were dirty and unhealthy. as labé is 
the second largest city in the country, this was a real problem.

to solve all these problems at the same time, unido brought together women’s and youth or-
ganizations to form a composting company where women and young people could work. this 
eventually led to the association of Women’s and youth organizations for composting in labé 
guinea, of which i am now the head. unido experts trained me and many women and other  
youth in semi-industrial composting techniques and work safety, and also instructed us in how 
to run a company. they gave us the equipment to compost waste in a safe and hygienic way.
 
the municipality of labé helped us as well and gave us a plot of land near the city’s garbage 
dump. With them, we also set up a committee to collect garbage in the city and developed a 
system in which groups would collect solid waste.

the project helped us in many ways. today, we have a composting centre that employs 25 wom-
en and young people, who have the opportunity to improve their living standards. We have a 
piece of land that we primarily use to test the quality of the compost, but we also harvest many 
potatoes from it. besides composting, we also started to recover and sell plastic to sodiaplast, 
a company in conakry. this gave market value to waste, which helped to clean up the labé mar-
ketplace and provided 100 more jobs along the supply chain of recycling and value creation of 
organic and plastic waste in labé area. there are more jobs now and public spaces are cleaner, 
which helped to improve the social climate in the city. 

personally, the project has given me hope, because i feel useful within my society. 

mamaDOU DIOUlDé 
DIOnfO DIallO
President of the Groupement des  
Associations des Jeunes et   
femmes pour le compostage de Labé 
en Guinée (GAJfcL)

“there are mOre  
jOBs nOW anD PUBlIc  
sPaces are cleaner.”

turninG trash into opportunity

 n Guinea, Unido trained more than 4,000 young people and 
 women in solid waste management, including waste collec-
tion and sorting, sanitation and the integrated management of 
public spaces. many of them subsequently found employment 
in waste collection centres or took advantage of Unido sup-
port to start their own businesses. the project offers a hopeful  
model for addressing West africa’s most pressing environmental, 
economic and social problems.

i

GUINEA

 i remember april 22, 2008—earth day—
very well. that day, we launched a pioneer-
ing environmental clean-up project in the  
philippines. its goal was to address the  
country’s stockpiles of polychlorinated  
biphenyls (pcbs), which the stockholm  
convention lists as among the most danger-
ous pollutants for both human health and  
the environment. 

specifically, we would build a pcb disposal  
facility in the province of bataan. it would 
use a non-combustion technology—that is, it 
would not burn the waste but instead destroy 
it with chemicals.

but in the following months, my excitement 
turned to worry. We had a problem: the local 
governor in bataan had concerns about allow-
ing a pcb storage facility in his municipality. 
We weren’t sure he would give the approval.

our partners,  including unido and the de-
partment of environment and natural re-
sources, turned to us, the ecoWaste coali-
tion, to help overcome this problem. We are a 
public interest network of community, church, 
school, environmental and health groups 
pursuing sustainable solutions. We take on 
issues related to waste, climate change and 
toxic chemicals.

as part of our responsibilities, we arranged 

a dialogue between the local governor and 
representatives from unido and the national 
government. as a result, the governor gave us 
clearance to undertake a public awareness 
campaign, which included participants from 
the local communities, as well as academ-
ics, fisherfolk and local government officials.  
one aspect of this campaign was the introduc-
tion of a new superhero, the pcb eliminator,  
who was the mascot of the pcb-free  
philippines campaign.

We also helped with environmental monitor-
ing in order to demonstrate the environmental 
safety of the non-combustion pcb disposal 
technology. With help from people in the  
local communities, including local fisherfolk, 
we took baseline samples of air, water and 
soil.

thanks to these efforts, we gained support 
from the local communities adjacent to the 
park where the facility would be located.  
ultimately, that support helped overcome 
the local governor’s objections so that we 
could get what we needed for the facility: an 
approved environmental impact assessment 
study and local government permits.

today, the facility stands inside a petrochem-
ical industrial park. however, due to delays, 
it is not yet fully operational. With many  
tons of pcb-containing equipment and  

waste awaiting safe destruction at this facility, 
we will continue to encourage and support the  
government to fulfill its commitment to get it 
up and running soon.

manny 
c. calOnzO
President of the 
EcoWaste coalition

“sUPPOrt frOm the 
lOcal cOmmUnItIes ... 
helPeD OvercOme  
the lOcal gOvernOr’s  
OBjectIOns. ”

CaLLinG aLL  
eCosuperheroes

PhILIPPINES

nido works with countries to create  
 comprehensive national plans to dispose 
of persistent organic pollutants. in the 
philippines and other countries, this often 
means establishing new disposal facilities, 
which requires the coordination of experts, 
government officials and local communities.

U
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haIshan 
Wang
Director of the Beijing 
Zhong Jian xie certification 
centre co., Ltd.

MyANMAR

 ore than ever, consumers are pressuring companies to operate
 responsibly. Unido’s Corporate Social responsibility (CSr) 
projects follow a three-pronged strategy aimed at increasing awareness 
of the CSr business case, improving understanding of CSr practices 
and challenges and fostering usage of CSr practices and methods. the 
overall objective is to improve in an integrated, comprehensive and 
inclusive manner the social, environmental and economic performance 
of businesses.

m

 citic construction co., ltd. is the flags-
hip enterprise of citic group, specializing in 
international project contracting. some 97 per 
cent of its business is international, so its lea-
dership is naturally concerned with guarding 
the reputation of chinese enterprises abroad.

one way to do that is by incorporating csr 
into business models. according to the  
World business council for sustainable  
development, “corporate social responsibili-
ty is the continuing commitment by business  
to behave ethically and contribute to economic  
development while improving the quality 
of life of the workforce and their families as  
well as of the local community and society  
at large.”

in 2014, when unido and the china construc-
tion industry association jointly launched the 
csr project, citic group signed on as a mem-
ber of the steering committee. after trainings 
provided by our certification center, with the 
support of unido experts on responsible  
business and the domestic version of the iso 
26000 social responsibility guidance stan-
dard, the citic group leadership decided to 
pursue an initiative to improve the conditions 

in remote villages in myanmar by donating a 
$1.5 million fund to 50 villages. each village 
had a fund committee elected by the villagers. 
it managed the fund and provided low-inte-
rest micro-loans to qualified villagers.

on 4 february 2015, yuan shaobin, the vice 
chairman of citic construction kicked off 
the donation ceremony in the myanmar capi-
tal, and directly transferred the funds to the  
government of myanmar.

ma chuanfu, the vice general manager of citic 
construction, led the citic-charoen pokphand 
training team, which trained more than 300 
fund committee members from the 50 villages. 
the training team explained how to elect a fund 
management committee, operate the fund and 
approve and recover loans. citic arranged for 
100 fund management committee representa-
tives to go to thailand, where they could study 
the models of established and successful com-
munity funds.

by september 2015, the committees had  
issued $1.5 million in loans to 8,496 qualified 
families. the villagers used the loans to buy 
poultry, fishing equipment, areca palm seed-

lings, vegetable crops and livestock forage, 
among other things. some of them opened 
small shops. borrowers were able to repay their 
loans on time, and the funds were then disbur-
sed to other approved applicants.

“each vIllage haD  
a fUnD cOmmIttee  
electeD By  
the vIllagers.”

a Company reaChes out responsiBLy
 our company maintains transformers. 
transformers are the boxes that often sit at 
the top of electric poles. they shift the volta-
ge of the electronic current running through 
the wires to a level that people can use in 
their homes and businesses. for many years, 
our industry used chemicals called pcbs in 
the transformer oil to eliminate the heat and 
sparks generated in the transformer, and the-
refore prevent fires and explosions.

unfortunately, pcbs turned out to be harm-
ful to human health and the environment. 
our maintenance workers, in particular,  
faced danger through direct contact with the 
pcb oil and other contaminated transformer 
parts. as a matter of corporate responsibility, 
we wanted to eliminate the exposure of the 
workers to these chemicals and to prevent 
further contamination. so, in consultation 
with the technical experts at unido as well as 
the macedonian ministry of environment and 
physical planning, we decided to participate 
in a project to build a proper facility with the 
technology to deal with the pcb-contamina-
ted transformers.

in addition to the environmental and human 

health aspects, the project had a business 
aspect for us. the balkan region lacked pcb 
treatment facilities, despite large quan-
tities of pcb-contaminated transformers.  
faced with a period of recession and unstable  
economic conditions, our managerial team 
decided that it was the right moment to invest 
in a new potential source of income in order 
to be able to maintain the financial condition 
of the company.

since the installation of the treatment tech-
nology, which is both state-of-the-art and  
reliable, we have made considerable pro-
gress with decontamination. so far we have  
successfully treated 500 tons of pcb-cont-
aining transformers.

moreover, our company now provides a  
higher level of service than before: When re-
gional businesses send us transformers, not 
only can we offer diagnosis and repair of 
standard problems, but we can also identify  
contaminated transformers, treat them and 
return them back into the production process. 

our goal is to create a good climate for the 
next generations, both in an environmental 

and an economic sense. just as the appe-
arance of a ray of sun through storm clouds 
can give us hope that the weather will im-
prove, our facility gives us hope that we can  
eliminate the threat of pcbs to the environ-
ment. that’s why we decided to call this facili-
ty eco ray on the balkans.

ace 
antevskI
General Manager of 
Rade končar

“OUr gOal Is tO create  
a gOOD clImate fOr  
the next generatIOns, 
BOth In an envIrOn-
mental anD an  
ecOnOmIc sense.”

tRAnsFoRMInG Into A GReen busIness

 he former yugoslav republic of macedonia faced  
 significant hurdles when it came to managing polychlorinated 
biphenyls (pCBs). it lacked effective regulations, legislation, 
expertise and data, not to mention the disposal facilities 
themselves. But with the help of a multi-pronged project with 
Unido, the country is now well on its way to eliminating the  
threats that these harmful pollutants pose to human health  
and the environment.

t

ThE fORMER yUGOSLAV  
REPUBLIc Of MAcEDONIA

chINA
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 fish constitute the main source of animal proteins in our country’s diet, in particular in 
the south. there, a quarter of fishing products are subjected to treatments such as smoking.  
smoking is done for the main part with traditional ovens. unfortunately, the incomplete com-
bustion of plant fuels in these ovens generates certain persistent organic pollutants that can 
injure workers and contaminate food. these are carcinogenic and also affect the liver and the 
immune, nervous and endocrine systems. indeed, on a visit to djeffa beach, a woman who 
smoked fish for sale complained to our team: “because of the smoke, i was coughing and i 
frequently had pain in my eyes.”

our department is conducting a pilot project with unido to replace several traditional ovens 
with a new technology using the fao-thiaroye processing technique. developed in thiaroye,  
senegal, by a collaboration including the food and agriculture organization of the united na-
tions, the technique minimizes the production of the pollutants through specialized accesso-
ries such as a furnace and filter that can be manufactured locally for less than $600.

in the pilot project, 30 women of djeffa beach and 12 women of the market of gbégamey are 
getting these new ovens. as it turns out, women are traditionally responsible for activities that 
increase the value of fishing products, so the project contributes not only to women’s health, 
but also to women’s economic empowerment. other local businesses also benefit. building the 
new ovens requires the expertise of local artisans. and the ovens enable the collection of fat as 
a by-product, which can be used in soap manufacturing.

What’s more, the ovens are environmentally friendly: they require about 50 per cent less fuel 
and make use of other businesses’ waste. the women of gbégamey market, for example, use 
firewood, manioc peels and sugar cane waste for smoking. significantly for the women who use 
them, the new ovens have a bigger capacity than traditional ovens and also generate better 
quality products. “to sell our delicious smoked fish is really easy,” the sellers of djeffa beach 
proudly told our team.

eUlOge 
lIma
Biologist/environmental  
scientist in the Direction  
Générale de l‘Environnement

“the neW Ovens have  
a BIgger caPacIty 
than traDItIOnal 
Ovens anD alsO  
generate Better  
qUalIty PrODUcts.”

women net Benefits with  
CLeaner fish smokinG

BENIN

 ven the smallest businesses can produce large emissions. 
 that’s true in West african countries like Benin, where 
individual fish smokers in marketplaces, on the beach and by 
the roadside unintentionally generate substances that can harm 
their communities. However, a Unido pilot project is showing 
that change is possible.

e

a Green Business finds a home

MExIcO

hen old refrigerators aren’t disposed of correctly, 
 they can emit gases that deplete the ozone layer. that’s a  
big problem in mexico, where small recycling centers often don’t 
follow proper procedures. Unido has addressed this problem 
by training thousands of technicians, as well as helping to  
open state-of-the-art recovery and recycling centres throughout 
the country.

W

 refrihogar is a small family enterprise  
dedicated to refrigeration and air condition-
ing that started its business in oaxaca city 24  
years ago.

about seven years ago, we started preparing 
for the switch to new refrigerants as a result of 
mexico’s obligations under the montreal pro-
tocol. We called the national ozone protection 
unit to request information about a training 
course on good practices in refrigeration and 
air conditioning. later we received an invita-
tion to apply to become a recovery and recy-
cling centre. these centres assist technicians 
in carrying out good practices, particularly in 
the recovery and recycling of refrigerants.  We 
were fortunate to be chosen.

immediately after our selection, we received 
training, including how to operate the new 
equipment that we received. We looked for 
and found a suitable place for our centre in 
the municipality of san francisco lachigoló, 
some 19 km away from the city of oaxaca.  in  
lachigoló people speak zapotec, one of 18 
languages and dialects spoken in the state. in 
this language, “lachi” means flat and “goloo” 
means large or first.

We worked to integrate ourselves and our  
business into the new community. the con-
struction of our centre began with the submis-
sion of our requests for permits to the munici-
pality. in lachigoló, officials are elected through 
a traditional form of governance based on 
indigenous customs and serve on a volunteer  
basis. they open the municipal offices at 
8 p.m. after they have finished with their  
daytime activities.

it was difficult to get the permits, since many 
people had concerns about handling refriger-
ant gases and hazardous waste. We invited 
those people to our facilities and showed 
them what we were doing. We explained in 
multiple visits to the municipality that there 
was nothing unsafe about what we were doing. 
on the contrary, our work was to protect the 
environment for the benefit of future genera-
tions.

finally, we were able to convince the officials, 
which allowed us to get federal authorization 
as well. now we are part of lachigoló, and our 
recovery and recycling centre is as well. lots 
of our time and effort have gone into opening 
the centre, but we know that it will bring re-

sults.personally i am very satisfied that i could 
gain more knowledge in the field that i have 
dedicated myself to, particularly in that as a  
woman i am working in a field where tradition-
ally men are employed.

it is important to us to create jobs for local peo-
ple, to share the training given to us with our 
workers and to implement good practices in the 
handling of refrigerants. We know that every  
activity we conduct contributes to the protec-
tion of the environment. 

marIna Pérez  
mOntIel
co-owner of Refrihogar,  
a refrigeration and air  
conditioning servicing 
business in Oaxaca

“lOts Of OUr tIme anD 
effOrt have gOne IntO 
OPenIng the centre, 
BUt We knOW that It 
WIll BrIng resUlts.”
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“many mIners Were 
UnaWare Of the  
Dangers assOcIateD 
WIth mercUry Use.”

SENEGAL

 next to the town of kedougou, the village of bantaco is an artisanal and small-scale gold 
mining community. in our region, gold mining families, as well as people not involved in mining 
activities, are affected by the health impacts of the use of mercury. men and women make and 
burn the gold-mercury amalgam with no safety precautions. children are often nearby.

from 2012 to 2015, we were part of a unido-supported pilot project to improve the health and 
environment of our community. since many miners were unaware of the dangers associated with 
mercury use, we held awareness-raising sessions to encourage the gold miners of kedougou to 
stop using mercury. more than 50 association members and presidents took part in the sessions 
and they shared the information with their colleagues. 

unido also installed new equipment that enables gold extraction without using mercury. the 
extracted rocks are first crushed in a jaw-crusher, then milled in a wet process to avoid dust gen-
eration before discharging on sluice boxes. the recovered minerals are then poured on a shaking 
table. since gold is a heavy element, shaking naturally separates gold particles from lighter par-
ticles. gold miners were trained to operate and maintain the equipment. this resulted in a higher 
gold recovery rate and the elimination of the use of mercury in gold mining activities in bantaco.

some challenges remain: there is for the time being a lack of data about the quantity of gold that 
can be extracted through the new equipment; therefore, we are not able to quantify the benefits 
of the equipment yet. on the other hand, we have no information on the potential quantity of 
gold that can be extracted from the site. hence, we would like to see the integration of a weighing 
device in the existing equipment, as well as a wide dissemination of the equipment across the 
kedougou region, as well as in senegal and West africa in general. We also have to continue our 
efforts to formalize our operations and that includes working on health, safety and gender.

We are happy. as a result of this project, many miners have eliminated the use of mercury in their 
activities. therefore, the people of our community are now less exposed to mercury.

mahamOUDOU 
Dramé 
President of the federation  
of kedougou Gold Miners

mininG GoLd 
without merCury

t least a quarter of the world’s total gold supply comes from artisanal, or  
 small-scale, gold mining, mainly in developing countries such as senegal.  
many miners recover gold from rocks and deposits by adding mercury 
to create an amalgam. they then heat the amalgam with a flame to 
evaporate the mercury, leaving behind a porous “sponge” of gold. the 
miners and their families are exposed to some of the gaseous mercury as it  
burns off; the rest ends up in the surrounding environment as well as further 
downstream if a river is nearby. Unido projects are offering alternatives to this toxic 
and dangerous process.

a

 our company, located in songbai town, hunan province, is one of the largest state-owned 
enterprises for metal mining, ore dressing, smelting, processing and associated trades.  
employing over 10,000 workers, we operate some of the biggest mines, including zinc mines. 
We produce 80,000 tons of zinc annually. in zinc smelting, the heavy metal mercury can en-
ter the environment via exhaust gas and wastewater. the World health organization considers 
mercury to be one of the top ten chemicals of major public health concern. mercury emissions 
deposited in watersheds contaminate aquatic environments.

october 2011 marked the beginning of our company’s commitment to preventing mercury  
pollution. that’s when we signed a letter of intent to join the unido project on reducing mercury 
emissions in zinc smelting. at that time, our plant was emitting 340 kg of mercury in exhaust gas 
and 15 kg in wastewater annually. 

We adopted best available practices and installed cost-effective technologies to reduce  
mercury emissions. to reduce mercury emissions in exhaust gas, we invested in mercury- 
removal equipment in the smelter. to lower mercury concentration in wastewater, we installed 
special filters to sieve some of the mercury from the water discharged to the water treatment  
station. in addition, we installed an acidic wastewater circulation system to further recycle  
mercury from the wastewater. project activities reduced the amount of mercury released into 
the environment and the potential risks for surrounding communities. specifically, we reduced 
mercury in our exhaust gas by half and almost all the mercury in our wastewater. in total, we 
have reduced mercury emissions by 185 kg annually.

mercury pollution prevention is a priority for our company. since the removal rate in the exhaust 
gas is still relatively low, we hope for an even higher investment in the research, development 
and promotion of mercury-reduction technologies. We also believe that there should be efforts 
to train more managers throughout the sector, as well as to incentivize industries to voluntarily 
establish a central mercury collection system in order to prevent mercury pollution.

gUO 
lIang hOng
Deputy Director General of  
the Shuikoushan Non-ferrous  
Metals Group in hunan

“We have reDUceD  
mercUry emIssIOns  
By 185 kg annUally.”

makinG poLLution our priority

chINA

 on-ferrous metal production is responsible for more than 
 13 per cent of mercury emissions into the environment.  
Unido undertook the first multilateral project to address mercury 
in the zinc sector in China, the world’s largest zinc producer, user 
and emitter of mercury. it consisted of several preliminary studies 
on the sector as a whole in the national and international context, 
as well as two pilot demonstrations.

n
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 ince 2014, when Unido’s resource efficient and Cleaner 
 production (reCp) demonstration project was 
launched in Belarus, the project has helped more than  
30 companies to see for themselves how they can cut their 
production-related costs and at the same time reduce their 
adverse environmental impacts. 

S

sweeteninG the deaL
 in recent years, our confectionery factory 
has been increasing the output and assort-
ment of our sweets and chocolates. We have 
been renovating production lines and using 
state-of-the-art equipment. this has enabled 
us to take the leading position in the indus-
try in our country and to export our products. 
due to increasing prices for raw materials and 
energy, we have been drawing the factory  
employees’ attention to the necessity to reduce  
energy and water consumption, as well as  
waste and effluents generation.

having been invited to take part in unido’s 
recp demonstration project, we eagerly took 
up the idea, since this approach corresponds 
to our desire to make the factory’s produc-
tion more sustainable. unido’s team of ex-
perts drew our attention to the huge quantity 
of “sweet” wastewater we generate. several 
tons of such water are generated at the fac-
tory every day. this is washover water that is 
left over after washing production equipment, 
connection lines, cooking equipment—and 
it contains various percentages of sweet in-
gredients. previously, this water used to be  
flushed down the sewage line.
unido’s experts asked us if we wanted to try 

making marmalade filling for chocolate sweets 
from this water. the simplicity of this suggesti-
on struck us. What used to be a problem and 
led to expenditures could turn beneficial! ha-
ving taken samples of this sweet wastewater, 
we first produced “sweet water” marmalade in 
laboratory conditions and then actually star-
ted using this water for manufacturing fillings. 

at present, our company produces marmalade 
and other useful by-products from washover 
water that is left over after the first washing 
round of containers and connection lines. on 
average, 1,100 litres of this sweet water are 
used per shift. this figure includes 300 lit-
res of washover water, of which 15 per cent is 
actually dry substances that are used in the 
candy shop. sweet water left over after the 
subsequent rounds of washing is now used 
by another company that purchases it from 
our factory.

taking part in unido’s demonstration project 
showed us the huge resource- and energy- 
saving potential our company has. We sought 
unido experts’ assistance and literally  
opened every door for them so that they could 
perform a comprehensive audit, using special 

measuring equipment, to find out our weak 
points where we are currently losing money.  
the result was quick. We received a pack of 

interesting assessments and suggestions that 
are now being converted into new business 
plans. We are setting brave and ambitious 
goals, because we know what we should work 
on. the joint work of the company’s specia-
lists and unido’s experts helped motivate the 
personnel to create plans and programmes  
aimed at recp.

Ivan 
Danchanka
Managing Director of  
JV JSc kommunarka 
confectionery factory in Minsk

“UnIDO’s team Of exPerts 
DreW OUr attentIOn tO the 
hUge qUantIty Of ‘sWeet’  
WasteWater We generate.”

BELARUS

CHapter tWo
GreeninG Businesses
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 We are a manufacturer of metal 
parts for agricultural machines, business  
vehicles, mining equipment, transporta-
tion equipment and other products on the 
global market. specifically, we specialize 
in bearings and cardan shafts. bearings 
constrain motion and reduce friction. car-
dan shafts—which themselves contain  
bearings—connect components of the drive 
train, delivering power to wheels. 

We pride ourselves in our modern plant, 
which allows us to produce products that are 
tailor-made for our customers. but, several  
years ago, we were not satisfied in one  
particular area: we were using large amounts  
of perchloroethylene (perc), a chlorinated  
solvent, to clean metal parts. that generated  
hazardous waste, and the solvent was emitted 
to the environment and the working environ-
ment. We wanted to fix this, but we didn’t 
know how.

in 2009, the serbian national cleaner produc-
tion centre told us about a new business mod-
el called chemical leasing. instead of selling 
a substance to the customer, the chemical 
company sells a service—providing as much 
of the substance as is needed, as well as re-
cycling or disposing of it when the job is done. 
We saw that this model had the potential to 

be a cleaner, safer and possibly even cheaper  
solution for us when it came to cleaning 
our parts. so in 2010 we agreed to start the 
preparatory phase of a chemical leasing  
project with the partners safechem europe 
(a subsidiary of the dow chemical company),  
ravago chemicals (a local supplier of  
chemicals) and pero ag (a technical equip-
ment  provider from germany). in 2012 we 
signed the chemical leasing contract for five 
years, and operations began in 2013.

the project dramatically changed the 
way we use solvent in our factory. in con-
sultation with safechem europe, we  
altered the composition of the sol-
vent we used to one that would be less  
corrosive. We installed a distillation unit for  
recovering wasted solvent on site. and we 
changed how we stored and transferred the 
solvent so that it would not escape. 

We saw benefits almost immediately. due to 
these measures, which increased the lifetime 
of the solvent, we reduced our consumption 
from 30 tons to 5 tons per year. addition-
ally, we reduced the amount of hazardous 
waste we generated from 25 tons to 1.5 tons 
per year. remarkably, we no longer emit any  
solvent at all into the environment or into  
the working environment.

these changes save us about €100,000 per 
year, most of it in hazardous waste disposal 
costs. on top of that we see increased pro-
ductivity and lowered maintenance costs. 
and our cleaning costs are now more predict-
able than they were before. instead of paying  
safechem europe for solvent, we pay a 
monthly fee for the number of operating hours. 

in 2014, the global chemical leasing 
award recognized our project with a cer-
tificate. We have achieved significant 
economic, environmental and occupa-
tional health and safety benefits. perhaps 
best of all, however, is that our parts are 
cleaned consistently and well—indeed,  
better than they were before.

mIle 
mijUskOvIc
Deputy General Manager  
at fkL a.d. Temerin.

“the PrOject DramatI-
cally changeD the 
Way We Use sOlvent 
In OUr factOry. ”

drivinG a sustainaBLe and  
innovative Business modeL

SERBIA

n the 1990s, Unido and the United nations environment programme 
established the first national Cleaner production Centres (nCpC). 

over the next two decades, these evolved into a global network of 
more than 70 members, promoting resource efficient and Cleaner 
production practices in many industrial sectors in developing and 
transition economies. the nCpC in serbia, established in 2007, is 
a particularly strong player in implementing sustainable chemicals 
solutions in the country, including the promotion of new business 
models such as Chemical Leasing, by providing technical assistance  
to industry stakeholders.

i

 our confederation was keen that nation-
al development should not come at the cost 
of the environment. We wanted to develop a 
comprehensive evaluation mechanism to as-
sess how green a company was and also sug-
gest the way forward. in 2011, with the help of 
various national and international stakehold-
ers including unido, we took a step towards 
this direction with the launch of the greenco  
rating system—the first of its kind in the  
world. since then, the greenco rating system 
has been evoking an excellent response from 
indian industry.

greenco is a robust evaluation process 
that rates the environmental performance 
of a service or manufacturing company. it 
awards points to companies based on broad 
performance parameters, including energy,  
waste and water management, as well as their  
supply chains, product stewardship, product 
life cycles and relationship to their environ-
ment. companies with sufficient points get 
certification; above that, companies can earn 
bronze, silver, gold and platinum recognition.

as of june 2016, more than 200 companies 
are working on the implementation of the 
greenco guidelines. as of august 2016, 78 
companies have been certified through the 
greenco rating and the first 27 greenco-cer-

tified companies have achieved recurring sav-
ings of rs 543 million (about $8 million) per 
year. following the greenco implementation, 
companies have reported 312 megawatts of 
renewable energy capacity installed, 44 mil-
lion kilowatt-hours of energy savings per year, 
15 million m³ of rainwater harvested per year 
and 440,000 tons of carbon dioxide emis-
sions saved per year. 

primarily, the greenco rating enables a com-
pany to assess where it stands in terms of 
environmental management. this in turn  
provides a realistic framework on how to  
raise the bar of environmental performance 
and encourages setting a roadmap for re-
source conservation and improved prof-
itability in the long run. it also equips the  
company to meet future environmental com-
pliance norms.

in addition, the greenco rating has facilitat-
ed the introduction of newer concepts such 
as green supply chains, product stewardship 
and life-cycle assessment in indian industry. 
so far, 20 greenco companies have carried 
out life-cycle assessments for their products 
and processes. for instance, the replacement 
of plastic bags with eco-bags has made the 
greenco silver-rated kempegowda interna-
tional airport the first plastic-free airport  

in india. as a part of a green-supply-chain ini-
tiative, many large companies have “adopted”  
smaller companies, helping them to imple-
ment the greenco rating for smes (small and 
medium-sized enterprises). this in turn will 
facilitate the introduction of green concepts 
among smes and make the overall global sup-
ply chain greener. so far, 13 smes are involved 
in the rating and three of them are greenco- 
rated companies. 

the greenco rating system has offered new 
growth opportunities to various technology 
providers and service providers. new growth 
areas such as green logistics, green pro-
curement, sustainable packaging and clean  
technologies are receiving increased atten-
tion, encouraging products and technologies 
that are ecologically superior and econom-
ically viable. in sum, the greenco rating is  
helping to create a robust ecosystem where  
companies are clearly seeing the business 
case for going green.

kIran ananth
Senior counsellor at the  
confederation of Indian  
Industry (cII) 

GradinG 
on Green

INDIA

 apidly developing countries such as india 
 aim to maintain a high growth rate, which 
usually translates into increasingly heavy 
use of natural resources as well as rising air 
emissions, waste generation and wastewater 
discharge. Unido is helping to address the 
conflict between growth and environment 
through the development of ecologically 
sustainable business growth models.

r
m

.v. photography / shutterstock.com
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 the dawlance group is the biggest home appliance manufacturer in the country. established 
in 1991, we are a locally owned enterprise that makes more than 550,000 refrigerators and  
freezers each year on three assembly lines in two locations. until recently, like many manufac-
turers, we were using hcfc-141b to blow foam for insulation for those appliances. unfortunately,  
hcfcs deplete the ozone layer and contribute to global warming, so we wanted to replace it with  
cyclopentane, which is a natural substance.

the project took 30 months to complete and involved making changes to foam dispensers,  
storage tanks, safety equipment and other parts. as we progressed, we realized that, although 
the project seemed to have a limited scope, it would have far-reaching implications on the way 
we were doing business. it provided an opportunity to revamp our operations to meet growing 
demand for products and train our workforce on converting our factories to green operations.

as a result, we were inspired to take additional steps to make further improvements. in our 
factory, for example, we decreased our electricity use and improved our productivity through 
changing our factory layout.

through better insulation and improved circuitry design, we found we could reduce the power 
consumption of our refrigerators by 15 per cent. in doing so, we not only helped customers by 
way of lower electricity bills, but we also helped to mitigate the energy crisis in our country. not 
satisfied just to phase out hcfcs, we also made plans to replace our refrigerants with clean-
er ones. in fact, we made the highest contribution of any company in our country to reducing  
substances of concern for global warming and the ozone layer.

importantly, we gained the valuable experience of handling a complex project, which involved 
the extensive movement of engineers, technicians and experts between two factories some  
160 km apart. there were 13 local and international contractors working at two sites, as well 
as frequent expert visitors from machinery suppliers, consultants and auditors from china,  
europe and iran. despite the complexities, it all went off without major hiccup.

this project was challenging. but, in the end, it completely changed our perception of global 
warming and ozone depletion, and we enhanced our image as a green company.

tarIq saUD 
qUDDUsI
Director Manufacturing,  
Refrigarators and Air conditioners 
at the Dawlance Group

“the PrOject …  
WOUlD have far- 
reachIng ImPlIcatIOns 
On the Way We Were  
DOIng BUsIness.

our Company Gets 
a fresh perspeCtive

PAkISTAN

ost industrialized countries have banned hydrochloro- 
 fluorocarbons (HCfCs), which are destructive to the ozone 
layer and also have a high global warming potential. developing 
countries are now working to phase them out, too. in pakistan, 
Unido took the lead on assisting industry with the phase-out in 
order to reduce the demand for the HCfCs.

m

 We are a member of the james finlay group, 
an international company with a 250-year old 
history and a focus on tea production. in ken-
ya, the use of diesel-fueled trucks to trans-
port green tea leaves from our estate to our 
factory resulted in emissions of greenhouse 
gases, as well as dust on the all-weather road 
around the tea fields. this exposed workers  
in the fields and members of the communi-
ty to increased air pollution with possible  
health problems.

in 2010, we received a training on the recp 
methodology for the tea sector organized by 
the kenya national cleaner production centre 
(kncpc). following that, we implemented a 
number of measures to better manage ener-
gy, water, raw materials and waste. to solve 
the problem with our diesel-fueled trucks, we 
decided, with the technical assistance of the 
kncpc, to construct a ropeway between the 
estate and the factory. 

this had immediate environmental benefits. 
between 2010 and 2011, our carbon intensity 
went down by 10 per cent. With the planned 
expansion of feeder streams to the main ae-
rial conveyor line, we will be able to replace 
even more motor vehicles.

our community’s economy also benefitted. 
this project created new jobs, as additional 

technical and non-technical workers have 
been employed to operate the system. at 
the moment, the ropeway provides further 
direct employment for at least 40 people. 
plus, the ropeway has increased employment 
opportunities for the field workers, who are 
mostly women, since more green tea leaves 
can be plucked and transported on time 
through the system.

from a health perspective, field workers and 
community members now face less air pollu-
tion, as well as a reduction in traffic hazards.
as for our bottom line, a cost-benefit analysis 
of the project between the months of decem-
ber 2012 to august 2013 showed a net bene-
fit of kes 23,674,739 (some $270,000 at the 
time). this was approximately kes 2,630,567 
($30,000) per month. 

the total capital we invested was kes 
60,000,000 ($685,000); therefore, the pay-
back period was just two years. this is a 
huge financial benefit, and better returns  
are anticipated in the future as we construct 
more feeder streams to the main supply aerial  
conveyor line. What’s more, future ropeways 
will have even better returns, as they will  
serve larger production areas and could be 
loaded closer to their full capacity.

With improved savings both in terms of leaf 

transportation, reduced fuel consumption 
and road maintenance costs, our company 
was able to inject some of the profits into the 
community in which we work. We funded facil-
ity construction and improvement for several 
schools within the estate, sponsored children 
of employees and from neighboring districts 
to attend tertiary education and upgraded the 
facilities of a health center within the estate, 
which supports employees, their dependents 
and also neighboring communities.

several other players in kenya are now  
interested in employing the ropeway system.  
We have shared information on it through 
exchange visits with other companies, and 
regulatory bodies have also helped to  
disseminate the positive impacts of the  
project. this innovation has revolutionized  
the tea industry.

reUBen langat
Environmental health and Safety 
Manager at James finlays kitumbe 
Tea factory

GivinG our tea  
Business a Lift

kENyA

 ocal solutions are often the most creative  
 as well as the most successful. that’s one 
reason why, since 1994, Unido and Unep 
have been working together to build local  
capacity in resource efficient and Cleaner  
production (reCp) methodologies in developing  
countries such as kenya. national reCp centres  
established by Unido and Unep around the  
world provide awareness-raising workshops, 
training programmes, in-house assessments, 
technical assistance and policy advice.

L
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EcUADOR

 n some countries, changing a single company’s operations  
 can make a big difference in overall hydrochlorofluorocarbon 
(HCfC) consumption. that’s true in ecuador, where one  
domestic refrigeration manufacturer consumed 72 per cent of the 
substances—which are greenhouse gases that can deplete the 
ozone layer—until a Unido project stepped in.

i

BeCominG the Company we want to Be
 indurama-ecuador is a company dedicat-
ed to the environmentally friendly produc-
tion of home appliances, especially freez-
ers, fridges, stoves and ovens. one of our  
main concerns is keeping up with continu-
ous changes in legal requirements, as well as  
best practices, in refrigeration. in 2010 we 
conducted a study of new technological  
solutions and saw that a change was on the 
horizon: a substance we imported for our  
appliances (hcfc-141b) would be phased out 
because of its effects on the ozone layer and 
on global climate.

indeed, at the beginning of 2013, we learned 
that colombia—one of our major export des-
tinations—was going to ban home applianc-
es that use hcfcs. the colombian sector 
had been preparing for a few years, but the  
ecuadorian sector was at a disadvantage. our 
company was not in a financial position to 
make the necessary changes.

fortunately, a comprehensive solution to our 
needs came from unido and the ministry of 
industries and productivity of ecuador. this 
project encouraged us to invest in new tech-
nologies that would allow us to use cyclopen-
tane instead of hcfc-141b. unido helped us 

pick the right equipment for our plant and for 
the needs of our national and international 
markets. these changes improved the quality 
of our products, enabled them to meet high 
environmental standards and reduced factory 
downtime.

this technological conversion led indurama to 
a new work culture in our facilities regarding 
safety and risk management, and at the same 
time helped to increase exports and extend 
markets.

however, the most remarkable thing was that, 
through the expertise of unido’s supplier 
companies and consultants, we were able to 

make all of the changes without any loss of 
product, any long downtimes and with per-
sonalized training to our technicians. 

the project helped us become the company 
that we want to be, in full compliance with 
national regulations and standards, acting  
responsibly toward our local and global com-
munities, and with outstanding fulfillment of 
our policies on product quality and the envi-
ronment.

as our company philosophy states: “We  
believe that every effort made today to  
optimize the use of natural resources will  
contribute to the quality of life that the future 
generations will have.”

marcelO 
galán 
Production Manager at Indurama

“We Were aBle tO make 
all Of the changes 
WIthOUt any lOss Of 
PrODUct, any lOng 
DOWntImes anD WIth 
PersOnalIzeD traInIng 
tO OUr technIcIans.”

 rom 2010 to 2016 Unido showed six Southeast asian  
 countries how to minimize pollution and climate effects by 
replacing and retrofitting old boilers. in Lao people´s democratic 
republic and other countries, new boiler regulations, inspired by 
the project, ensure that the benefits will continue.
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 our company owns our country´s first and 
only fruit and vegetable processing factory, 
which has been running since 1994.

our most important product is whole- 
kernel corn, which we mainly export to  
european countries such as germany, the  
united kingdom and the netherlands. an-
other product is canned sugar-palm seed, 
which is a dessert product that we export to  
southeast asian countries such as thailand, 
vietnam, malaysia and cambodia. We also 
make sweet corn milk for the local market.  
altogether, about 95 per cent of our products 
are exported.

to make every single product, we need steam. 
until recently, we were using an old boiler 
to make that steam. old boilers of that type 
were inefficient and had no mechanism for 
preventing the release of harmful pollutants. 
countries including ours have committed to  
minimizing some of these pollutants,  
including those called dioxins, under the 
stockholm convention. 

the ministry of natural resources and  
environment approached us about be-
ing a pilot demonstration facility for a 

project with unido that would both help 
our country meet its stockholm conven-
tion obligations and reduce climate im-
pacts. it was a good business opportunity 
for us, too. after an initial assessment, we  
decided that it would be better to install a new 
boiler than retrofit the old one. We would in-
vest in new infrastructure, including the boiler 
housing, and they would provide the boiler.

We’ve had the new boiler since march this 
year. i feel great. i am saving money. What’s 
more, the old boiler made 2 to 3 tons per hour 
of steam; the new one makes 5 tons per hour 
of steam, and the steam is steadier, which  
improves our efficiency. 

We are taking advantage of the savings and 
increased capacity to invest in new products, 
such as pineapple juice for export. We are 
also able to lower the price of our products,  
making them more competitive with those 
from other countries like thailand and viet-
nam. more than 70 per cent of our popu-
lation makes a living from agriculture, so 
boosting agricultural exports could have a 
big effect on our country’s prosperity. What’s 
more, as we grow, our company is commit-
ted to employing more members of the local 

community in our factory. it’s nice to 
have the opportunity to show to the 
world that, even though ours is a small  
country, we’re capable of producing this kind  
of agricultural product for the international  
market.

khammanIthIP  
vOngxay 
Assistant Managing Director  
of Lao Agro Industry co., LTD

“tO make every  
sIngle PrODUct, We 
neeD steam. ”

A neW boILeR PAys oFF

LAO PEOPLE’S  
DEMOcRATIc REPUBLIc
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 in 1994, a workshop in xi’an of all of chi-
na’s domestic refrigeration companies kicked 
off our association’s cooperation with uni-
do. the sector had recently then started to 
replace chlorofluorocarbons (cfcs), both as 
refrigerants in the appliances and as foaming 
agents used to make the insulation for the 
appliances. at the workshop, unido experts 
helped educate the companies’ engineers by 
presenting new developments in alternatives 
to cfcs.

after the workshop, we started work with com-
pressor companies. converting compressors 
to work with new refrigerants is complicated 
but necessary for phasing out cfcs. in 1996, 
unido became the international implemen-
tation agency for all of the enterprise con-
version projects in the domestic refrigeration 
and compressor sector in china. throughout 
the late 1990s and early 2000s, unido ex-
perts provided specialized knowledge and 
constructive suggestions to every conversion 
project. indeed, unido foresightedly recom-
mended a natural gas as a substitute for cfcs 
in the domestic refrigeration sector, which 
since has become the main alternative in the 
rest of the world. then, in the early 2000s, 
unido helped us develop a plan to phase out 

the remaining cfcs in the entire domestic re-
frigeration sector. during the implementation, 
unido provided technical and safety trainings 
in the use of the replacement substances. by 
2007, cfcs were successfully phased out in 
the sector. it was a big achievement. 

at that time, the focus of the montreal proto-
col shifted from cfcs to hydrochlorofluoro-
carbons (hcfcs), and thus the cooperation 
between unido and our association shift-
ed from the domestic refrigeration sector 
to the air-conditioning sector. We are now 
working together to limit the use of hcfc-22 
in air conditioners in order to fulfill china’s 
international commitments. since 2009, 
we have also developed demonstration 
projects for air conditioners and compres-
sors using environmentally friendly r-290 
technology. in order to promote r-290 in air 
conditioners, we released an eco-label in 
collaboration with many government and 
international agencies including unido.  
 
the launch event took place at the appliance 
& electronics World expo in shanghai in 2015. 
major manufacturers from the industry—gree, 
midea, haier, tcl, hisense, changhong, 
yangzi and chunlan—showcased their air 

conditioners using r-290 refrigerants with 
the r-290 logo on the machine. this launch 
event is the culmination of many years’ work 
on alternative refrigerants. We expect the logo 

will boost the market for r-290 air-condition-
ing units in china. to enable the sharing of 
information and experiences, we, along with 
related international agencies including uni-
do, have organized an annual international 
workshop on alternative technologies in room 
air conditioners since 2008. the reduction of 
hcfc-22 is going smoothly, and the fruitful 
cooperation between unido and our associ-
ation continues. 

Wang 
leI
Vice President of the 
china household 
Electrical Appliances Association

“ConvertinG CoMpres-
sors to work with new 
refriGerants is CoMpli-
Cated but neCessary  
for phasinG out CfCs.”

home appLianCes Go eCo

 n order to follow through on their commitments to phase out 
 environmentally unfriendly substances, countries like China 
sometimes need help accessing the latest knowledge. that’s 
where Unido can make a difference, offering everything from 
workshops to individualized advice.

i

chINA

eran 
DOrOn
Partner in Green Target, a consulting 
company specializing in environment, 
health and safety

thinkinG  
outside the Bin

ISRAEL

ed teSt ii, a component of the Unido-led  
 Switchmed programme, facilitates the shift towards 
sustainable consumption and production in the Southern 
mediterranean region. to date, Unido has trained nearly 
160 professionals from tunisia, morocco, Lebanon, Jordan, 
palestine, israel, egypt and algeria to offer resource-
efficient and environmentally friendly production solutions 
to companies by applying the transfer of environmentally 
Sound technology (teSt) approach. 
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 i have been working with green target 
for over 15 years now as a consultant to var-
ious types of industries in israel such as the 
metal, polymer, chemical and electronics sec-
tors, mainly in establishing and introducing 
environmental management. We started as 
a small company but today we are 18 people, 
managed by me and my partner.

When israel became a member of the orga-
nization for economic co-operation and de-
velopment (oecd) in 2010, the government 
decided to raise our environmental require-
ments to the standards of other oecd govern-
ments. as a result, the regulation has become 
stricter and consequently raised the demand 
from companies for our help in meeting the 
environmental requirements. 

over time, some organizations have realized 
that the way to handle the more stringent 
regulatory requirements is related to proper 
environmental management, and there are 
some companies that feel that they need to 
do it even better. resource efficiency is better 
environmental management. making wise de-
cisions regarding the root cause of emissions, 
where in the plant they are generated and how 
we can prevent them in the first place, is good 
environmental management. the concept of 
med test ii, introducing the connection be-
tween energy efficiency, material efficiency 
and pollution reduction, is not necessarily 

new. but it offers a practical approach.

that is what is special about this project. i feel 
that i look at things differently now, not only 
in the projects that i do for med test ii, but 
also with other customers. for example, while 
working with one of our clients in the chemical 
industry, one of our consultants was dealing 
with a point-source air emission issue. his 
first approach was to suggest a scrubber as 
an end-of-pipe solution. but i challenged him 
to find a more resource-efficient process. as 
a result, the consultant managed to come up 
with an alternate technology, which reduced 
the company’s use of the emitted substance. 

When consulting for one of the companies 
in the med test ii project, we tried to under-
stand the production process and identify 
cost-saving measures out of a test perspec-
tive. We did a so-called material flow cost ac-
counting to see where they lose their money.  
as we were doing an early walk-through of 
the factory, i noticed that a lot of the products  
lying under the machine on the floor eventual-
ly ended up as scrap, only used for recycling. 
my suggestion was to start measuring the 
quantity by putting everything that fell on the 
floor into big bins. 

a couple of weeks later i asked if they had the 
numbers from the bins. in fact, the bins were 
nearly empty because the production peo-

ple had observed the quantity of the waste 
and had promptly fixed the production line,  
preventing products from falling on the floor.
 
When you show the people the numbers—for 
example, to buy this raw material costs you 
a certain number of euros per ton, and you 
get one-tenth of that value back when you  
recycle it—then it clicks. the dollar value 
grabs the attention of top managers. if they  
exceed pollution limits in the wastewater 
because some raw materials end up going 
into the wastewater, it bothers them, since 
they may have to pay a fine, but it bothers 
them even more when they realize how much  
money they are wasting by losing that raw  
material they purchased. 

as consultants we help people to look  
differently at the problems they face with 
new tools of strategic thinking. that is better  
environmental management. 
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 he montreal protocol successfully banned the refrigerants 
 called chlorofluorocarbons (CfCs), substances that deplete 
the ozone layer. Unfortunately, their most common replacements, 
hydrochlorofluorocarbons (HCfCs) and hydrofluorocarbons (HfCs), 
are potent greenhouse gases, and can contribute to climate change, 
which is why those are now also on the chopping block in many climate-
conscious countries, including st. vincent and the Grenadines.

t

 When i was appointed as national ozone 
officer in 2004, we were not in compliance 
with the montreal protocol, and i had just a few 
months before my appointment gone to the 
executive committee of the ozone secretariat 
with an action plan to return to compliance. 
in a few short months we were able to fulfill  
our obligations and went on to completely 
phase out cfcs three years ahead of our tar-
get and started to focus our attention on in-
troducing energy-efficient, climate-friendly  
and ozone-friendly alternatives such as  
hydrocarbons.

our country has a good reason to be ambi-
tious about climate policy. We are a 32-island 
nation in the eastern caribbean that is vulner-
able to climate-related natural disasters, such 
as floods, landslides and drought. We have 
lost a lot of our beach area over the years to 
sea-level rise and storm surges. nonetheless, 
we feel fortunate: we often joke that god has 
to be vincentian, since most hurricanes in our 
vicinity do not directly impact us. 

We like to think beyond what is in front of 
us, so when it was time to develop our hcfc 
phase-out management plan we could not 
see the point of moving from cfcs to hcfcs 
and then hfcs, which are also greenhouse 
gases that many in the international com-
munity were discussing a ban on. We did a 

local market assessment and noticed that 
most of the appliance suppliers were already 
bringing in appliances that use hydrocarbons. 
We thought, why not go for an accelerated 
phase-out, and use hydrocarbons as our 
alternative? this would enable us to skip a 
second phase-out later—just cut out the mid-
dle, and go as close to the end as possible. 
With unido as our technical implementing 
agency, we submitted our plan to the execu-
tive committee of the ozone secretariat. We 
said we’d go beyond the 35 per cent man-
dated hcfc phase-down by 2020, and we  
proposed a 100 per cent phase-out by 2025. 
they thought it was a bit ambitious, but i 
thought i know my market well enough, and 
i know my technicians. the committee ap-
proved it, and we went home and started im-
plementing it right away. as it happens, we  
have already met our 2018 target two years 
ahead of schedule.

training our technicians was essential. they 
were not familiar with hydrocarbons, so ini-
tially when they serviced appliances with 
hydrocarbons, most would replace the  
hydrocarbons with hfcs. of the five main  
servicing companies in our coun-
try, three of them have sent all 
their technicians to our training.  
a few of the other companies’ technicians 
take their own initiative to attend. We have 

also partnered with other government and 
private-sector agencies to deliver training  
to their technicians over the years. because 
of the small scale of the industry, a lot of our 
technicians do one-off servicing. they come to 
to us asking for our recommendation on cer-
tain jobs. even if we are not getting full sup-
port from all of the companies, the individual 
technicians are doing their part.

We need to improve the supply of hydrocar-
bons. We have the equipment on the mar-
ket, but sometimes no refrigerant to service 
it. We are also heading in the direction of 
technician certification, so that if you’re not 
certified you can’t legally purchase or use the 
refrigerant. the national ozone unit now tests 
all refrigerants that enter at the port. unido, 
our implementation agency under our hpmp,  
assisted with the provision of the equipment. 
We have had a few attempts at illegal  
imports. i hope that more countries will try  
for an accelerated phase-down of hcfcs. if we 
can do it, other countries can do it, too.

janeel  
mIller-fInDlay
Director of Environmental Management 
in the Sustainable Development Unit 
of the Ministry of Economic Planning, 
Sustainable Development, Industry, 
Information and Labour

if we Can do it

ST. VINcENT AND  
ThE GRENADINES

CHapter tHree
GreeninG Countries
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 in 2010 honduras presented our first  
national implementation plan regarding pops 
to the secretariat of the stockholm conven-
tion, outlining how we were going to reduce 
and eliminate the 12 pops listed in the con-
vention. 

however, in 2009, during the conference of 
the parties of the stockholm convention, nine 
more substances were added to the agree-
ment. before we were even finished with our 
plan, we had to start amending it.

successfully identifing the new pops was 
a challenge for our country, since they are 
substances that are a part of items such as 
electronics, home appliances and industrial 
processes. but thanks to support provided 
by  unido and others from 2013 to 2015, the 
secretariat of miambiente managed to ful-
fill our obligation to review and update our  
implementation plan. in fact, we were proud 
to be the first country in latin america to  
present the updated plan to the secretariat.

thanks to the new studies and strategic plan-
ning we did as part of this project, national  
authorities will be able to make more in-
formed decisions regarding pops in order to  
protect human health and the environment. 
We have also written the documents in every-

day language and made them readily avail-
able for other potential users.

this project will benefit the honduran pop-
ulation in general. What’s more, since  
pops disproportionately affect society’s  
most vulnerable groups, such as children, the 
project worked closely with participants from  
organizations related to early childhood,  
such as the secretariat of health and the pan 
american health organization, in information 
gathering and strategic planning.

most importantly, we have goals for the  
future: among them, to strengthen our insti-
tutional regulatory capacity, human resourc-
es and finances, to adopt international best 
environmental practices and best available 
techniques for industrial pops and to deal 
with unintentional pops generation through 
the integrated management of solid waste. 

this project has been recognized for its trans-
parency, as well as its ability to adapt to the 
challenges of a changing national context.  
as we are the first in our region to comply  
with our commitment to review and update  
our national implementation plan, we hope 
we can be a model for other countries in latin 
america.

ana gaBrIela  
ramírez
coordinator of the Departamento  
para la Gestión de Productos 
Químicos (DGPQ) in the centro de 
Estudios y control de contaminantes 
(cESccO), Secretaría de Energía, Re-
cursos Naturales, Ambiente y Minas 
(MIAMBIENTE)

“thanks tO the neW 
stUDIes anD strategIc  
PlannIng We DID as Part 
Of thIs PrOject, natIOnal 
aUthOrItIes WIll Be aBle 
tO make mOre InfOrmeD  
DecIsIOns regarDIng 
POPs In OrDer tO  
PrOtect hUman health 
anD the envIrOnment. ”

doinG 
our part

hONDURAS

 ersistent organic pollutants (pops) 
 pose high risks to human health and the 
environment. the Stockholm Convention on 
persistent organic pollutants (pops) requires 
its signatories to take measures to eliminate or 
reduce the release of pops in the environment 
to protect the health of humans. for countries 
like honduras, following through on this 
commitment is far from simple. Unido has 
been there to help.

p  he phase-out of hydrochlorofluorocarbons (HCfCs) has 
 been one of the most important goals of the montreal 
protocol. HCfCs damage the ozone layer and also contribute to 
global warming. Unido, as one of the implementing agencies, 
has been responsible for the HCfC phase-out management plan 
of 73 countries, including Croatia.

t

 croatia’s hcfc phase-out management 
plan, approved in 2009, was due for com-
pletion in the year 2016, although, as an  
article 5 party (a category of mostly developing  
countries) we didn’t have to eliminate hcfcs 
until 2040. 

however, our country’s accession to the eu-
ropean union on 1 july 2013 increased our 
obligations in regard to the elimination of 
ozone-depleting substances. thus the proce-
dure had to be considerably accelerated: we 
had to stop the use of virgin and recovered/
recycled hcfcs as of 2013 and 2014. What’s 
more, we also faced an eu ban on the use of 
non-refillable containers for hcfcs and other 
substances. We had to work quickly.

fortunately, we had strong support from 
the government, project partners including  
unido, the university of zagreb, industry and 
the service sector, which enabled training, 
retrofitting and replacement of equipment, 
distribution of demonstration units, and  
publication of training materials and tech-
nical literature to take place within a very  
tight deadline.

to achieve this goal, we retrofitted and re-
placed refrigeration and air-conditioning 
equipment in many of our national institu-
tions. at the croatian national theatre in split, 
one of the oldest surviving theaters in the  
region, we replaced two refrigeration units. 
eight more units went to hospitals in osijek, 
split and zagreb, the university of rijeka and  
the ministry of interior in zagreb. those new  
refrigeration units use propane r-290, which 
is a natural substance with zero global  
warming potential.

the project also involved the training of  
refrigeration and air-conditioning servicing 
technicians, customs officers and—with aus-
trian and slovenian government agencies—
environmental inspectors. to help spread 
the word, the ministry of environmental and  
nature protection translated and printed  
several brochures for service technicians 
and vocational school teachers. a region-
al destruction project, supported by uni-
do, enabled us to collect and destroy huge 
quantities of ozone-depleting substanc-
es recovered from old equipment at new  
recovery, recycling and reclaim centres. 

We held a ceremony to mark the success-
ful completion of the project in zagreb on  
17 december 2015. all stakeholders participat-
ed in this event, including vocational schools, 
customs officers, environmental inspectors, 
institutions that replace hcfc equipment 
and the environmental protection and energy  
efficiency fund. 

marija Šćulac-domac, assistant minister of 
the ministry of environmental and nature  
protection, said: “We are proud that croatia 
is the first among all the article 5 countries 
of the montreal protocol to abolish the use of 
hcfcs 24 years before the final deadline set 
by the montreal protocol.” 

snjezana 
IlIčIć 
Ozone Officer (Senior Expert Advisor) 
in the Ministry of Environmental and 
Nature Protection

“We haD tO WOrk  
qUIckly.”

aCCeLeratinG to the finish Line

cROATIA
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 for our hcfc phase-out, unido’s task 
was to provide the needed equipment, as 
well as the training on that equipment.

after delivery of the equipment, unido sent 
experts, who trained 25 trainers on its use. 
subsequently, those trainers did further 
technician trainings in the provinces. 

after the training, we had meetings with the 
refrigeration association, which has 1,200 
members, and the customs department to 
discuss the distribution of the equipment 
that was provided by unido. some equip-
ment went to six centres of excellence, 
which are hosted in technical education  
institutions. 

at those centres, 450 professional refriger-
ation technicians were trained, including 
in recycling, recovery and reuse of refrig-
erants. in addition, since the equipment 
is at technical educational institutions, 
300 students were also trained as part of  
their education. 

as new students enroll, they also get 
trained. in addition, some equipment was 

given to the refrigeration association and to 
customs. 

customs got the identifiers, which are 
the tools that can say what gas is in the 
containers that are being imported—that 
is, whether the containers are correctly  
labeled, or whether they contain counterfeit 
refrigerants. one hundred and twenty five 
customs officers were trained on the use of 
those identifiers so that they can control the 
imports.

sometimes we have trouble when equipment 
breaks. spare parts are often not available 
locally. in some cases, spare parts came with 
the equipment, but it’s not always enough. 
plus, we lack technicians with expertise to 
repair some sophisticated equipment. 

it’s important to keep the equipment in order 
because we continue to use it to train techni-
cians and customs officers, as well as for the 
recovery, recycling and reuse of refrigerants, 
in order to avoid venting those substances 
into the open. naDOUm 

kOrO
coordinator of the National Ozone Unit

“sInce the eqUIPment  
Is at technIcal eDUca-
tIOnal InstItUtIOns, 
300 stUDents Were alsO 
traIneD as Part Of theIr 
eDUcatIOn. as neW stU-
Dents enrOll, they alsO  
get traIneD.”

traininG 
it forward

chAD

 nido and Unep cooperate in assisting 25 
  countries in the sub-Saharan african region 
with the phasing out of hydrochlorofluorocarbons 
(HCfCs), which are substances that can contribute 
to ozone depletion and global warming. in 
Chad, the implementation has been particularly 
successful thanks to a well-established 
refrigeration association, as well as a strong 
cooperation between the stakeholders—the 
ozone Unit, the refrigeration association and  
the training institutions.

U  lobal efforts to save the ozone layer and keep our climate  
 in check have spawned a new type of criminal activity: 
refrigerant counterfeiting. fake and contaminated refrigerants not 
only hurt the environment, but are also potentially explosive or 
toxic, and can permanently damage appliances. Unido is helping 
countries like eritrea build the capacity to fight this crime and 
keep consumers and the planet safe.

G

  our government has been undertaking 
commendable work to effectively phase out 
ozone-depleting substances and the equip-
ment that uses them. We have published the 
regulations in the gazette of eritrean laws 
(which makes them legally binding) and 
trained customs officers and legal officers to 
implement the regulations, and we continue 
to collect data at entry points to ensure that 
the regulations are strictly followed and actu-
al importation matches quotas. We have es-
tablished training centers for the refrigeration 
and air-conditioning sector and distributed 
tools and equipment to that sector, and we 
conduct ongoing training and regular moni-
toring of technicians. We also promote public 
awareness.

as eritrea closed in on the complete phase-
out of the ozone-depleting substances called 
chlorofluorocarbons (cfcs), one of our main 
problems was the availability and trade of 
fake refrigerants. often, these are mixtures 
of different types of refrigerants, such as  
recovered refrigerants originating from 
other countries. it is also a common prac-
tice to hide low-cost refrigerant under the  
trademark of more expensive and widely 

used coolant. fake refrigerants cause equip-
ment failures, and as a result, the refrigerant 
may be vented, leading to the emission of 
ozone-depleting substances. unido provid-
ed tools and training to help us deal with the 
problem of fake refrigerants. this included  
equipment called ultima id pro, which can 
identify the contents of refrigerant cylinders. 

the equipment was distributed to customs of 
the main ports, as well as the national ozone 
unit (nou) office in asmara and other cities. 
the nou provides refrigerant identification 
services to all stakeholders, including ser-
vice technicians and importers. based on test  
results, the refrigerant is either seized or  
allowed for trade and use. through this  
service several bottles of fake refrigerant have 
been found and seized by the authorities. 

in one particular case, we examined a bottle 
labelled r-134a. using the new equipment, 
we identified the origin of the refrigerant as 
contaminated r-22. it was composed of 90 
per cent r-22 and 10 per cent r-410a. We have 
encountered similar problems on other occa-
sions. this practice is now being eliminated.

thanks to the availability of testing, the  
refrigerant importers are now requesting  
certificates from suppliers. thus the volume of 
fake refrigerants has been reduced enormous-
ly, and we are closing in on our goal of total  
elimination of cfc emissions.

kIBrOm  
WelDegeBrIel 
National Ozone Officer

“fake refrIgerants  
caUse eqUIPment  
faIlUres, anD as a resUlt, 
the refrIgerant may Be 
venteD, leaDIng tO the 
emIssIOn Of OzOne- 
DePletIng sUBstances.”

foiLinG fake refriGerants

ERITREA
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 les vergers du mékong—which means 
the orchards of the mekong river—was found-
ed in 2000 by a french health-food specialist. 
our factory is in an industrial park in can tho 
in the heart of the richest orchards of viet 
nam. thanks to this proximity, we commit to 
an exclusive local sourcing; we endeavour to 
build trust with local farmers through long-
term relationships. 

We produce small-batch coffee, organic 
tea, not-from-concentrate fruit juice and 
single-strength and artisan-created jams, 
which are distributed domestically to high-
end hotels, restaurants, cafes and super-
markets, as well as exported. the seasonal 
fruits and coffee are carefully selected and 
directly collected from farms in the mekong 
delta and the central highlands. concern for 
the environment was one of the company’s  
founding philosophies and is a fundamental 
guiding principal today. being sustainable is 
in the company’s dna.

in order to be competitive in both domestic 
and foreign markets, we have also worked 
to reduce our costs. in august 2015 we re-
ceived an invitation to an informative work-
shop of the unido eco-industrial park (eip)  
project. they proposed to bring us technol-
ogies, knowledge and methods that help  
minimize wastewater and chemical waste, 

greenhouse gas emissions and energy use.

after participating in the workshop, we reg-
istered to receive resource efficiency and 
cleaner production (recp) audits offered 
by the project. the first training on recp for 
participating projects was conducted in  
january 2016. after that, from february 
to june 2016, we received three recp au-
dits arranged by the unido eip viet nam 
project. experts from the vietnam nation-
al cleaner production centre recommend-
ed some immediate solutions to cut down 
on energy and resource consumption.  
 
these suggestions included reusing water for 
gardening, recycling water and chemicals in 
the fruit washing machine, using solar ener-
gy to pre-heat juice before pasteurization and 
rearranging our space and lighting in order 
to decrease electricity consumption and im-
prove conditions for workers.

these were easy and simple solutions that the 
recp audits helped us apply effectively with-
in only a few months. Without investing any 
money, we can now save up to vnd 48 million 
(more than $2,000) per year. 

during the project phase, we identified other 
important improvements that would better 
protect the environment and especially re-
duce water consumption, including a cooling 
system incorporating a chilled-water plant, 
a tunnel to recycle the water and process 
our own chilled water and a fruit-washing  
machine. none of those investments would 
improve the efficiency or the profitability of the  
production. they are purely environmen-
tally oriented. What’s more, those invest-
ments would cost about $200,000, which is  
quite consequential for a business of our size. 
that’s why, in the long run, unido’s support 
for the next investment phase towards a  
sustainable development is crucial.

We hope other companies in our industrial 
park will follow this eco-friendly path with the 
support of the unido eip viet nam project, 
so that we can all grow more competitive by 
creating links with other companies, reducing 
costs and waste, increasing efficiency and de-
creasing our collective negative impact on the 
environment.

jean-lUc 
vOIsIn
Managing Director  
of Les Vergers Du Mékong 

“BeIng sUstaInaBle Is 
In the cOmPany’s Dna.”

an audit 
Bears fruit

VIET NAM

 n recent years, rapidly developing industrial 
 zones have brought about socioeconomic 
development in countries such as viet nam, but 
there have also been environmental downsides, as 
many of these parks don’t have waste-appropriate 
management and wastewater treatment systems. 
Since 2014, a Unido project has aimed to convert 
these zones into eco-industrial parks, where 
companies work together to reduce waste and 
increase resource efficiency. Similar projects are 
underway in indonesia, China, india, South africa, 
Colombia and peru. 

i

 the leather sector is one of the most im-
portant economic sectors in tunisia. howev-
er, the industrial process involved in leather 
production uses high quantities of water and 
chemicals and is, next to the oil industry, one 
of the most polluting production sectors in 
the world. for us in tunisia, it is important 
not only to decrease pollution and improve 
the environment, but it is also equally vital to 
strengthen the competitiveness of the leather 
production sector and to create new opportu-
nities for green jobs. 

at the centre national du cuir et de la chauss-
ure (cncc), we work together with unido to 
improve the production standards of the tu-
nisian leather industry when it comes to the 
environment and resource efficiency. togeth-
er with unido, we demonstrated in the med 
test project, which ran from 2009 to 2013, 
that the transfer of environmentally sound 
technologies (test) not only reduces costs 
for the producer but also reduces pollution 
from leather production. for instance, one 
tannery installed equipment to valorize the 
waste from leather production. a major part 
of this waste is made of the lower layer of the 
skin and the underlying fatty tissue. instead 

of flushing this into the water system, we es-
tablished a process where it gets turned into 
resources for making soap and fertilizer.   

the circular economy model, where we in-
creasingly recover the materials and energy 
from used products, is becoming more and 
more important in the international develop-
ment agenda and also for us in tunisia. We 
consider this a pioneering and thrilling con-
cept, which could solve some of the global en-
vironmental, social and economic challenges 
that existing economic models fail to address.  

following on the successes of the med test 
project, med test ii gives us the chance to 
raise awareness among companies by imple-
menting resource efficient and cleaner pro-
duction tools to help them to simultaneously 
improve their economic performance in terms 
of productivity and competitiveness, reduce 
their environmental footprint through mea-
sures related to the effective use of resources 
(water, energy and raw materials) and prevent 
pollution at source. 

this approach will create green job opportu-
nities through the establishment of a sustain-

able industrial waste exchange that links in-
dustrial waste generators, potential users and 
waste recyclers in order to improve cross-in-
dustry resource efficiency. for example, the 
leather plant that began recovering waste in 
the framework of the med test project creat-
ed more than four jobs, including one engi-
neer, two technicians and one worker.

our expectation is that med test ii will help 
us to develop the sector for local tunisian 
test experts, who will give advice to tunisian 
production facilities on how to meet environ-
mental standards that will lead to better prod-
ucts, a cleaner environment and an improved 
competitiveness of the tunisian leather in-
dustry on the global market. this will lead to 
new export markets for tunisian products and 
services and could attract more foreign inves-
tors in tunisia. 

CLeaninG up Leather

TUNISIA

 ndustries in the Southern mediterranean region face high  
 energy costs, scarcity of water and increasing pressure for 
environmental certifications from international markets. in 
2009 Unido launched the med teSt initiative to help industrial 
enterprises meet these challenges through the transfer of cleaner 
technology, including those operating in the leather sector  
in tunisia.

i

naDIa sOmaI 
BOUBaker
 Engineer at the National centre  
of Leather and Shoe and 
National coordinator of the  
MED TEST II project
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part tWo
who we are

In chapter four, we’d like to share our vision for sustainable and in-
clusive industrial development with you. it’s a vision that ties all our 
work together.

after that, we’d like to introduce ourselves. We’ve gathered facts 
about our team, both serious and silly. because our projects are di-
verse, we must be, too. then, if you’re ready for a little fun and relaxa-
tion, try your hand at solving the crossword puzzle and coloring the 
sustainable-development-themed mandala we made. 

finally, we close these pages with a timeline that touches on many of 
the big themes that are in these pages. the department of environ-
ment was established in its current form just last year, but you’ll see 
that our portfolio has been a long time in the making.

if you’d like to get to know us even better, you can join us on our web-
site, youtube and social media pages, which are listed on the back 
cover. We hope to see you soon!

as you read in the Last Chapters, the department of environment  
undertakes a Broad array of projeCts. in part ii, we’d Like to teLL  
you a Bit more aBout us. 
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CHapter foUr

GreeninG the future

over time, one approach to sustainable development 
has gained traction among economists, policymakers 
and business people, and has also caught our atten-
tion. it’s called the circular economy. although there 
are many conceptions of the circular economy, they all 
describe a new way of creating value, and ultimately 
prosperity, through extending product lifespan and re-
locating waste from the end of the supply chain to the 
beginning—in effect, using resources more efficiently by 
using them over and over, not only once.

by and large, today’s manufacturing takes raw materials 
from the environment and turns them into new products, 
which are then disposed into the environment after use. 
it’s a linear process with a beginning and an end. in this 
system, limited raw materials eventually run out. Waste 
accumulates, either incurring expenses related to dis-
posal or else polluting—indeed, a 2012 World bank 
report estimates that municipal waste generation will 
double over the next 20 years in low-income countries. 
on top of that, manufacturing processes are often them-
selves inefficient, leading to further waste of natural 
resources.

in a circular economy, however, materials for new prod-
ucts come from old products. as much as possible, ev-
erything is reused, remanufactured or, as a last resort, 
recycled back into a raw material or used as a source 
of energy. 

emBraCinG the  
CirCuLar eConomy 
governments are encouraging—and, in some cases, 
requiring—the adoption of circular economy principles 
that would lead to more resource efficiency and less 
waste. at the global level, the sustainable development 
goals, adopted by the united nations member states in 
2015, include many related ambitions. 

at the country and regional level, in 2008 china was 
among the first to adopt a circular economy law pro-
moting the recovery of resources from waste. in that 
same year, the g8 environment ministers agreed on 
an action plan for the 3rs: reduce, reuse and recycle. 
it mentioned the japanese concept of “mottainai”, 
which expresses that it is a shame for something to 
go to waste without having made use of its potential 
in full—something that happens with regularity in a 
linear economy. following on that, the 2015 g7 sum-
mit leaders’ declaration underscored the need for  

“sustainable supply chains” that protect workers and the  
environment. 

then, in late 2015, the european union adopted an 

ambitious circular economy package, including goals for food, 
water and plastics reuse. “the message is that while you are pro-
tecting the environment you can boost your economic develop-
ment and provide new growth and new jobs,” said then europe-
an commissioner for environment janez potočnik in support of 
the eu circular economy package in 2014. this package not only 
sets ambitions and prioritizes approaches, but also facilitates 
national and international exchanges, for example by defining 
standards for the exchange of goods other than pure resources 
and new products. 

indeed, there is a strong business case to be made for the  
circular economy. for example, dutch technology company 
philips refurbishes medical equipment such as mri systems, and 
chilean pump technology company neptuno pumps remanufac-
tures energy-efficient pumps from reused and recycled pump 
material. mexican brewer cuauhtémoc moctezuma heineken 
méxico and american computer company dell, as well as smaller 
companies such as serbian rolling-element bearing manufacturer 
fkl temerin (see page 22) are also leaders in adopting circular 
economy principles. 

by designing products with resource recovery in mind, they can 
protect themselves from price changes in the raw-materials  
market by creating another source of raw materials, as well as 
maintain longer-lasting relationships with consumers by ensur-
ing contact throughout a product’s life cycle. 

there are also efficiency gains: according to the ellen  
macarthur foundation, by 2025 about $1 trillion per year of  
materials cost savings could be generated from circular business 
models. national economies, entrepreneurs and employees  
will benefit, as they form new businesses and create new jobs  
to fill niches created by the circular economy, such as resource 
recovery and remanufacturing.

what wouLd truLy sustainaBLe 
industry Look Like?
In OUr DePartment, that’s a qUestIOn We thInk aBOUt every Day, Whether We’re 
helPIng a lOcal srI lankan cOcOnUt mIll reDUce emIssIOns anD reUse Its Waste 
PrODUcts, Or aDvIsIng the gOvernment Of PerU On the DevelOPment Of a cOUntry-
WIDe, mUltIDIscIPlInary, technIcal cOOPeratIOn PrOgramme tO UnDerPIn Its fUtUre 
DevelOPment strategy.

•	Advancing	Economic	Competitiveness: advancing rapid 
economic and industrial growth by fostering entrepre-
neurship, building trade capacities, ensuring all coun-
tries benefit from global trade and technological prog-
ress, applying modern policies, standards and norms

•Creating	 Shared	 Prosperity: advancing poverty erad-
ication and inclusiveness by building productive  
capacities, increasing opportunities for all women and 
men across social groups

•	Safeguarding	the	Environment: advancing environmen-
tally sustainable growth by  greening industries through 
cleaner production technologies and resource efficien-
cy, creating green industries including via waste man-
agement and recycling, supporting energy transitions,  
implementing multilateral environmental agreements

UnIDO’s manDate: INcLUSIVE AND  
SUSTAINABLE INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT
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IMPROVING RESOURCE USE

RESOURCES INVESTED
IN PRODUCTION 

LINEAR ECONOMY 

EFFICIENCY IN 
PRODUCTION – RECP

RECP AND BETTER 
PRODUCT DESIGN

RECP, Better Product Design, Waste 
Management and Recycling

CIRCULAR ECONOMY 

Predominant 
situation

Our 
ambition

inCLudinG everyone
We find this vision of the future compelling, but we also 
see reason for concern. While the circular economy 
takes into account two pillars of sustainability—environ-
mental and economic performance—it risks leaving out 
an essential third pillar: inclusiveness. simply put, the 
circular economy could cut poorer countries out of the 
global supply chains they’ve worked so hard to enter.

how? first, as wealthy countries learn to extend their 
resource use, they will reduce their dependency on im-
ported raw materials as well as other products manu-
factured abroad. for example, the netherlands recently 
announced that it aims to cut in half its use of prima-
ry raw materials from minerals, fossil fuels and met-
als by 2030, with the ambitious goal of a fully circular  
economy by 2050. 

second, developing countries—especially least devel-
oped countries—may struggle to access the knowledge 
and new technologies that make the circular econo-
my possible. they will be less able to fill the demand 
for products that meet increasingly stringent circular 
economy standards in their export markets, as well 
as for circular economy services such as reclamation  
and remanufacturing.  

yet, developing countries stand to profit immensely from 
a circular economy. there is a growing need for material, 
water and energy because of both population growth 
and increased demand by infrastructure, industry and 
consumers in developing countries. circular economy 
activities have the potential to replace a significant 
share of this need—dampening or, possibly, reversing 
the rise in resource use by developing countries, and 
in turn reducing resource depletion, climate change and 
the pollution of natural areas. in fact, a report from the 
mckinsey global institute estimates that up to 85 per 
cent of opportunities to improve resource productivity 
lie in developing countries.

as we think back on 50 years of environmental work at 
unido, our conviction grows that we can help advance 
circular economy models in particular in developing 
economies. indeed, many of our projects—including 
those featured in these pages—already address vari-
ous building blocks of circular economy. some support 
cleaner manufacture of products, others help develop 
safe, easy-to-recycle products with longer lifetimes 
and still others deal with the recovery or safe disposal 
of resources at the end of a product’s life. and, since 
economies are still far from phasing out the need for raw 
materials extraction altogether, some of our projects  
work to make parts of the mining process, like process-
ing of ores and other extracted materials, safer and 
more environmentally responsible.

produCtion 
Gets effiCient
a key tenet of the circular economy is improving re-
source efficiency during production. a major way we do 
this in our department is through programmes related 
to resource efficient and cleaner production (recp). 
recp means applying preventive environmental strat-
egies to processes, products and services to increase 
efficiency as well as reduce risks to humans and the 

environment. thanks to these programmes, individual 
companies—such as a confectioner we worked with who 
figured out how to use wastewater it had once dumped 
down the drain to make marmalade—and entire indus-
trial sectors—like the leather industry in tunisia which 
now turns previously discarded animal products into 
resources for manufacturing soap and other products—
have profited. (see pages 21 and 37.) 

unfortunately, many countries lack expertise in re-

source efficiency strategies. to remedy that, since the 
mid-1990s unido and the united nations environment 
programme (unep) have been working together to sup-
port the development of national service providers. 
today, these have grown into a global network, called 
recpnet, with over 70 members specialized in providing 
recp services to industry in developing and transition 
economies. (see pages 24 and 29.)

our resource efficiency efforts also span whole regions, 
such as the european union’s eastern neighborhood 
and the south mediterranean region; both areas which 
might face particular challenges in adapting to the euro-
pean union’s rapidly developing circular economy poli-
cies. helpfully, our colleagues in unido’s department of 
trade, investment and innovation also assist companies 
to provide quality products, including those that con-
form to international environmental standards, so they 
can enter global value chains.

in other cases, unido is extending resource efficiency 
beyond the borders of one company to groups of indus-
tries; a prime example of such approaches is the estab-
lishment of eco-industrial parks. here, companies want-
ing to go beyond compliance in their environmental 
performance find the means to do so, not only by shar-
ing environmental services and receiving targeted recp 
advice, but also by taking advantage of each other’s by-
products, such as heat and water. for example, in an in-
dustrial zone in china, a unido-supported programme 
helped generate synergies yielding over $10 million in 
savings and an over $16 million revenue increase, as 
well as 167,000 tons of reduced carbon dioxide and 1.4 
million tons of reduced landfill. other ongoing unido 

projects—in china, colombia, ethiopia, india, indo-
nesia, morocco, peru, senegal, south africa and viet 
nam—all show the great potential of the eco-industrial 
park model. eco-industrial parks could make important 
contributions in the move towards the circular econo-
my, both in industrialized and developing countries.  
(see page 36.)

a crucial component of resource efficiency is, of course, 
energy efficiency. in promoting recp, our programmes 
advise companies on means to increase energy efficien-
cy. projects replacing or retrofitting equipment such as 
industrial boilers not only reduce the emissions of haz-
ardous pollutants such as dioxins, but also frequently 
improve energy efficiency. (see page 27.) in unido’s 
department of energy, our colleagues go beyond simply 
acquiring energy-efficient equipment by optimizing en-
ergy systems in industries and developing international 
energy management standards and by bringing clean 
and sustainable energy solutions to industries, helping 
to reduce reliance on non-renewable natural resources.  

our colleagues in unido’s department of agri-business 
development are working to increase the proportion of 
produce consumed to what is actually being harvested; 
currently, the share stands at only 50 per cent. inter-
ventions include optimizing of storage and cold chain, 
but also waste reduction through improving technology,  
optimizing processes and making use of by-products.

Better produCts  
with LonGer Lives
We aim not only to eliminate toxic substances from 
products as early as during their design phase; if we 
find them contaminated, we also treat them post- 
production, at the same time expanding their lifespans 
and enabling easier recycling and reuse. 

one set of examples for designing products to contain 
less harmful substances before these products are even 
manufactured are the projects under the montreal pro-
tocol. (see pages 25 and 26.) there, production of refrig-
erators or insulation foams—often on a large scale—is 
converted to new technologies, so the products no 
longer contain ozone-depleting substances. leaking 
of such substances into the environment can thus be 
avoided, and the products are also much easier to dis-
pose of. 

an example of improvement during the use of the 
product is when our projects help countries remove 
toxic substances from electrical transformers and put 
the transformers back into use. (see page 15.) other  
projects promote recovery and reuse of refrigerants to 
avoid their deliberate venting to the atmosphere.

We	help	companies	that	want	to	do	the	right	thing	
beyond	 immediate	 economic	 benefits,	 such as 
a construction company in china that provided 
loans to communities in myanmar. (see page 14.) 
under our chemical leasing programme, serbian 
beverage producer knjaz miloš and their chem-
ical supplier ecolab worked together to come 
up with a mutually beneficial arrangement that 
reduced the amount of lubricant they used in a 
factory.  (see page 22 for more on chemical leas-
ing.) recently, the brewing company heineken 
partnered with us to help fulfill its commitment 
to reduce its water consumption in water-scarce 
regions, including algeria, egypt, ethiopia,  
indonesia, mexico, nigeria and tunisia. and we’re 
also exploring more systematic approaches to 
greening individual companies—for example, by 
helping to establish the greenco rating system in 
india. (see page 23.)

takIng resPOnsIBIlIty
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most simply, perhaps, we can also increase a product’s 
lifespan by designing it for longer life, as well as mak-
ing sure that quality technicians are available to repair 
it. that’s why we encourage companies to take the op-
portunity to improve their products’ overall quality at 
the same time that they convert their production lines 
away from ozone-depleting substances. We’ve also set 
up regional training centres and facilitated large-scale 
technician and student trainings in the refrigeration and 
air-conditioning sector. this ensures that the applianc-
es will work as well as they should for as long as they 
can. (see pages 31 and 34.)

in china, we are just beginning with a project that will re-
design products to make them easier to reuse, remanu-
facture and recycle; a concept called “cradle-to-cradle”. 
We are co-operating with industries that are looking into 
the requirements and process of remanufacture, disas-
sembly and recycling. after establishing this know-how, 
they will redesign products to simplify disassembly and 
recycling, and to prolong the useful life of the product.

GivinG waste new Life
products contain valuable resources, which usually go 
unused once the product reaches the end of its life. this 
is particularly true for electric and electronic products, 
which are rich in copper and many other scarce metals 
and materials that can also pose some environmental 
and health risks. according to a study conducted by the 
united nations university, more than 40 million tons of 
e-waste was generated globally in 2014, and very little 
of that is collected in an environmentally sound manner, 
or treated. new industries that provide e-waste services 
will protect the environment from contaminants such as 
mercury and cadmium, recover raw materials, provide 
affordable refurbished products and create new green 
jobs. We are supporting electric and electronic waste 
recycling industries in developing countries such as 
cambodia, ethiopia, uganda and the united repub-
lic of tanzania, and are working to extend our projects 
throughout the economic community of West african 
states (ecoWas) and the southern african develop-
ment community (sadc), as well as regionally in 13 
countries in latin america.

similarly, we have projects that create solid-waste man-
agement industries in places where none existed, such 
as labé, guinea. these industries bring health to the 
whole community, as well as jobs—in this case, largely 
to youth and women. in order to create more value from 
the waste they collect, the workers compost organic 
waste and sell plastic waste to recyclers. (see page 12.) 

and returning to our cradle-to-cradle project in china: it 
does not only aim to change product design for longer 
life and better recycling, but also more generally to learn 
how to design good products without using what might 
become later hazardous substances, as well as how to 
use more bio-degradable plastics. both changes in the 
product design will help to reduce risks that any remain-
ing waste poses to the environment. 

outside the CirCLe
although the circular economy would ultimately dramat-
ically reduce the need to extract non-renewable resourc-
es, at least some extraction will no doubt continue for 
many years to come. that’s why some of our focus must 
remain on making those existing extraction industries 
safer and cleaner for the people who work in them and 
live around them. take artisanal and small-scale gold 
mining, which is responsible for approximately 37 per 
cent of global anthropogenic mercury emissions. ac-
cording to unido estimates, practically 100 per cent of 
the mercury used to extract gold is released into the en-
vironment, putting miners, communities and nature at 
risk. fortunately, we are not only bringing mercury-free 
technologies to often-informal gold mining communi-
ties; we are also working to develop these into more 
formal, higher-income small-scale industries, ensuring 
their long-term viability. (see pages 18 and 19.)

a circular economy will drastically reduce waste, but 
will not eliminate it. the remaining waste becomes 
particularly problematic when harmful substances are 
present. under the montreal protocol (ozone-depleting 
substances) and the stockholm convention (persistent 
organic pollutants) we have worked with countries to 
help them phase out harmful substances in products 
ranging from refrigerators and transformers to fish and 
tomatoes. (see pages 11 and 16.) 

We have supported developing countries’ industries to 
replace ozone depleting substances—frequently hav-
ing a very high global warming potential—resulting in 
avoiding the use and potential emission of 338 million 
tons of carbon dioxide-equivalent per year. according 
to the us environmental protection agency, this equals 
the annual carbon dioxide emissions of 99 coal-fired 
plants or 71 million passenger vehicles in the united 
states. We have also helped countries to find ways how 
to destroy any of these substances that were remaining 
behind as waste, to ensure that they will not cause any 
harm in the future. (see pages 13, 32, 33 and 35.)

forGinG ahead
our vision for a truly sustainable industry is drawn from 
the possibilities we see all around us in our daily work. 
the building blocks of a circular economy do not need 
to be invented; they already exist, and we have been 
putting them in place in industries all around the world 
for the last 50 years.

the case for industry to buy into the circular economy 
is remarkably compelling. a circular economy reduces 
resource dependency and resource use, thereby reign-
ing in production costs, narrowing market exposure and 
limiting costs stemming from resource extraction and 
generation. it additionally leads to the introduction of 
economically viable methods of reducing pollution, and 
separating harmful from reusable waste material.

beyond individual enterprises, these benefits further 
extend to entire industrial sectors, or even national 
economies. the circular economy encourages inter-com-
pany exchanges and synergy-building, leading to better 
economic, social and environmental performance. this 
in turn helps raise the overall performance of national 
economies and opens up new markets and jobs. 

on an international level, the circular economy facil-
itates the exchange of goods across borders by in-
troducing standards to new raw materials that were 
previously considered waste. improved product char-
acteristics such as extended lifetime, recyclability and 
serviceability further help ensure that products can 
be used and sold on the global market. by helping 
overcome international trade barriers in this way, the  
circular economy offers new possibilities by which coun-
tries can prosper. 

countries today stand at a turning point. on the one 
hand, the pursuit of unsustainable, linear patterns of 
consumption and production threatens the well-being 
of future generations, while on the other hand, a restor-
ative approach to increased prosperity is opening itself 
up to the world. together with our global partners, and 
in service to our member states, unido will continue 
to advance economic competitiveness, create shared 
prosperity and safeguard the environment in the world’s 
developing and transition countries.
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Number	of	projects	 
we have undertaken 
in the last five years

Our	regional	balance	of	projects
in the last five years

Number	of	countries	 
our projects are in  

Number	of	countries	
we visited on  
mission in 2015

Number	of	us
working at headquarters

Number	of	colleagues	 
working in our field offices

414

sUB-saharan afrIca
projects: 22 % | 102

asIa anD PacIfIc
projects: 17 % | 80

the amerIcas
projects: 15 % | 73

eUrOPe
projects: 14 % | 68

nOthern afrIca
projects: 11 % | 53

Inter-regIOnal
projects: 9 % | 41

gUlf states
projects: 8 % | 35

glOBal
projects: 4 % | 18

288

Number	of	languages	 
we speak

Number	of	countries
we are citizens of

42+
36+

Number	of	languages	 
we are learning

13+ 81

How	we	get	to	work

What	we	drink 
for energy at work

coffee

51%

soda water

2%

mate

2%

tea

18%

Water

23%

soft drinks

2%

nothing

2%

Fun	things	we	do	with	our	colleagues 
(besides work)

63% 31 %

2%4%
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make me Green!  
or red! or yeLLow!

work in words

CheCk your soLution at https://www.faCeBook.Com/environmentdepartmentunido

10

3

5

12

6

2

7

8

4

11

1

9

15

14

13

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

1. most successful multilateral environmental agreement
2. city after which a convention on persistent organic pollutants was named
3. a convention on this element was named after a city in japan
4. a service-based business model for chemical industry
5. number of the sustainable development goal mainly promoted by unido
6. country where unido’s headquarters is located
7.  your computer or smartphone, once discarded
8. chemical in the stratosphere protecting earth from ultraviolet rays
9. able to continue for a long time without completely depleting natural

resources or compromising the well being of future generations
10. convert into reusable material
11. everything around us
12. use again and again
13. produce them, release them, why not reduce them?
14. gases that contribute to climate change
15. age of unido in 2016

16. kitchen appliance often using ozone-depleting substances
17. a stock or supply that can be drawn on in order to function

effectively
18. insert the root of a crop to the shoot of another
19. non-mechanized, usually small-scale production
20. the set of roles, behaviors, activities and attributes that a

given society considers appropriate for men and women
21. neutralize dangerous substances
22. Watch out, that type of fluid can burn
23. meets official requirements
24. destructive animal or insect
25. a fake version intended to deceive
26. department checking incoming goods
27. the process of burning something
28. an official examination, e.g. financial or environmental,

typically done by an independent body
29. add a component to a machine, different from when 

manufactured
30. an insulating material
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UnIDO and the newly 
founded united na-
tions environment pro-
gramme (unep) agree 
on a joint environmen-
tal programme.

UNIDO’s second gen-
eral conference adopts 
the lima declaration, 
which called for devel-
oping countries to con-
tribute 25 per cent of 
world industrial output 
by the year 2000.

UnIDO is established to 
promote and accelerate 
the industrialization of 
developing countries.

UnIDO becomes a 
specialized agency.

scientists discover a hole 
in the ozone layer above 
antarctica. two years later, 
countries agree to the mon-
treal protocol, which impos-
es restrictions on ozone-de-
pleting substances.

concerns about global 
warming as a result of 
greenhouse gas emissions 
lead to the establishment 
of the intergovernmental 
panel on climate change.

1966

1974

1975

1985

1988

1989

an international conference pro-
duces the kyoto protocol, setting 
targets for industrialized nations 
to reduce greenhouse gas emis-
sions. it enters into force, but  
loses momentum.

a global financial  
crisis hits. the growth 
of emerging and de-
veloping economies 
overtakes that of ad-
vanced economies.

UnIDO becomes an agency 
of the global environment 
facility (gef), a partnership 
of 183 governments, interna-
tional institutions, nongov-
ernmental organizations and 
the private sector. the envi-
ronmental management and 
montreal protocol branches 
take on gef-funded projects 
on cleaner and sustainable 
production, management 
and disposal of persistent 
organic pollutants and 
ozone-depleting substances, 
and mercury contamination  
reduction.

following successful demon-
strations in developing and 
transition countries, includ-
ing china, india, poland 
and the former czechoslo-
vakia, UnIDO and unep 
jointly establish the first 
batch of national cleaner 
production centres. in 2015 
the programme celebrates 
its 20th anniversary as 
an expanded global net-
work for resource efficient 
and cleaner production 
(recpnet), which now has  
74 members in more than  
60 countries. 

the stockholm conven-
tion on persistent organic 
pollutants (pops) is ad-
opted. over the following 
years, UnIDO helps elim-
inate 1,775 tons of pops  
and safeguard 1,593 tons 
of pops contaminated 
material in more than 
55 countries, as well as 
train more than 16,000 
professionals worldwide  
in proper environmental 
management.

UnIDO adopts a 
new policy on gen-
der and women’s 
empowerment. 

the berlin Wall falls, heralding the end of the 
soviet union. in the years following, a series of 
policy prescriptions for developing countries, 
called the Washington consensus, emerges, 
leading to more than a decade of free-market 
policy toward industrial development.

in the paris agree-
ment, nearly all  
nations pledge to set 
their own targets for 
greenhouse gas cuts.

the kigali amendment to the 
montreal protocol restricts 
hydrofluorocarbons, refriger-
ants that are greenhouse gas-
es, preventing up to 0.5°c of 
global warming by the end of 
the century.

War, persecution and 
economic forces cause 
the number of migrants 
and refugees world-
wide to rise to the high-
est levels since World 
War ii.

UnIDO becomes an  
implementing agency  
for the montreal proto-
col’s multilateral fund. 
over the next two de-
cades, unido helps 
1,650 firms in 75 coun-
tries phase out the use of 
ozone-depleting chem-
icals, some of which 
also can contribute to  
global warming.

UnIDO is actively involved in in-
tergovernmental negotiations that  
result in the signing of the 
minamata convention on mercury. 
unido continues work to control 
mercury emissions in small-scale ar-
tisanal gold mining and expands to 
other sectors, including zinc smelt-
ing and chlor-alkali production.

un member states adopt the 
2030 agenda for sustainable 
development, including a set 
of sustainable development 
goals (sdgs). goal 9—“build 
resilient infrastructure, pro-
mote inclusive and sustain-
able industrialization and fos-
ter innovation”—underscores 
the importance of UNIDO’s	
mandate.

the vienna international 
centre—where UnIDO head-
quarters is located—achieves 
climate neutrality as unido 
celebrates its 50th anniversa-
ry. as the agency responsible 
for building management,  
unido is able to practice at 
home the techniques and 
principles it has helped 
spread around the world.

the new department of  
environment forms to serve 
as an umbrella for the mon-
treal protocol, stockholm con-
vention, industrial resource  
efficiency, and emerging com-
pliance regimes divisions.

UNIDO’s member states adopt a 
new lima declaration, which sets 
the foundation for a new vision of 
inclusive and sustainable industrial 
development (isid). 
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we make it Green
Key momentS for Unido’S department of environment 
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fOllOW Us 
On faceBOOk:

emaIl Us:

hashtags We lOve: 

tWeet at  
OUr DIrectOr: 

https://www.facebook.com/
environmentdepartmentunido

environment@unido.org

@sicarsunido

#unido50, #montrealprotocol, 
#stockholmconvention, #recp

Get In touCH

@shOW Us What sUstaInaBle  
InDUstrIal DevelOPment lOOks lIke 
– anD We’ll share It WIth the WOrlD

For	 this	 booklet,	 we	 spent	 a	 long	 time	 searching	 for	 images	
that	 embody	 the	 values	 of	 UNIDO‘s	 Environment	 Depart-
ment: inclusive and sustainable industrial development,  
circular economy, green industry and gender main-
streaming. but we want even more! send us your  
original images—and we‘ll share the ones we like on our face-
book page, alongside your name, of course.  Who knows? yours 
could go viral!*

PHoto CHALLenGe

We’re celeBratIng 
In vIenna

unIDo Is 50!

What: unido 50th anniversary expo
Where: vienna international centre
When: 21-25 november 2016

fInD OUt mOre: http://50.unido.org

*Conditions:
1. Email your original image to environment@unido.org. Include your name, country and a suggested caption (about 25-50 words) describing the image 
and its relevance to the themes of inclusive and sustainable industrial development, circular economy, green industry and gender mainstreaming. Use the 
subject line “photo challenge.” 2. By submitting an image for consideration you attest that it is an original image made by you, that you hold all rights in 
the image and that you allow UNIDO to post the image, the caption (which may be edited by UNIDO) and your name and country to its web pages, Facebook 
page(s) and other social media platforms (including those of staff members), as well as in promotional and publicity items about UNIDO. Copyright remains 
with the image owner and does not transfer to UNIDO or its staff members. 3. Images will be selected for posting by UNIDO Environment Department staff 
based on quality and relevance to the themes.  There is no limit to the number of submitted images that UNIDO may post, but UNIDO may refuse to post 
images for any reason. 4. UNIDO staff cannot commit to responding to questions about the challenge or selected photos. 5. Neither UNIDO nor its Member 
States assume any responsibility for consequences which may arise from this challenge or the use of submitted material. 6. This challenge is not a contest 
and therefore will have no winner(s); owners of selected images will not receive any prizes, awards or payments. 7. This challenge will run until June 2017, but 
UNIDO reserves the right to extend or end this challenge at any time without notice. 8. UNIDO staff, their immediate family members and staff of institutions 
sponsoring or associated with the challenge ARE eligible to participate in the challenge!

Watch the envIrOnment 
DePartment’s tOP 10 vIDeOs  
On the UnIDO yOUtUBe channel: 

https://www.youtube.com/unidobeta

 1. chile: helping farmers, protecting the ozone layer
 2. protecting the environment and securing palm dates 

industry in tunisia
 3. montreal protocol and ods destruction project in mexico
 4. unido-slovenia protecting a World heritage 

site of montenegro
 5. a journey towards responsible gold in West africa
 6. heineken and unido partnership, tackling Worldwide

Water scarcity
 7. unido helps tunisian enterprises apply a resource efficiency

and cleaner production
 8. empowering females agribusiness workers in mexico
 9. unido pops programme - 3 projects funded by gef
 10. chemical leasing

 NEW	for	UNIDO’s	50th	birthday!	My	Mum	is	My	Hero

ouR vIDeos

https://www.facebook.com/EnvironmentDepartmentUNIDO
https://www.facebook.com/EnvironmentDepartmentUNIDO
mailto:environment%40unido.org?subject=
https://www.twitter.com/SicarsUNIDO
http://50.unido.org
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D5MHq6aPSCU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EU2Uock7is4&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EU2Uock7is4&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xadwMJ_MP84&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bt55djIoGCw&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bt55djIoGCw&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tGwS15rMn9M&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5i557Na8VkU&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5i557Na8VkU&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_0XrgoIxp10&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_0XrgoIxp10&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WgJW3q0oXsw&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ITPaS00i9Z8&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3Vvcp4TGG0w&feature=youtu.be

